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1. Introduction
The Department of Local Government, Sport
and Cultural Industries (DLGSC) is planning to
undertake community engagement to socialise
the concept of the State Football Centre (SFC)
project in Queens Park.

1.1 DOCUMENT PURPOSE
This document describes the key activities
and supporting actions that together make
up the CEP. It is to be read as an engagement
management tool, describing activities and
actions in accordance with a set timeframe and
clarifying the objective of each activity, linking
back to the requirements of DLGSC.

A preferred site has been chosen and detailed
work has been undertaken to ensure that the
core sporting functions can be adequately
housed on the site.

The CEP should be flexible to respond to the ever
changing environment, and the project team will
monitor the feedback over time and consider
alternative engagement methods if required (or
face-to-face options if possible).

Due to a number of environmental and spatial
constraints on the site, there are limited
negotiable elements within the sporting area,
however, there is an opportunity for the
community to be able to influence some of the
external site features. The final development
will undoubtedly provide for a much improved
urban parkland environment, with a new
local attraction potentially bringing in local
employment and activation opportunities.

1.2 OBJECTIVES
The engagement process is designed to achieve
two goals:
1. To clearly articulate the planned development
and all relevant facts and figures associated
with the development; and

Engagement in the current climate is challenging,
however, the online-only environment offers
a unique opportunity to receive substantial
feedback from wide and varied stakeholder
groups.

2. To provide an opportunity for the community
to be part of the evolution of the site, and
the exciting opportunities the development
presents for the local community.

The existing activation project in Queens Park,
being coordinated by the City of Canning, will
also likely benefit from an injection of community
engagement at a time where other projects
are likely to be on hold due to restrictions on
gathering.
It should be noted that the timeframes will
need to be reasonably generous to enable an
appropriate amount of time for liaison and
feedback at each phase.
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2. Project Details
Project Name:
State Football Centre - Community Engagement
Project Manager:
Clint Klymovich
Principal Project Manager - Infrastructure
Phone: (08) 9492 9721
Email: clint.klymovich@dlgsc.wa.gov.au
Other Project Team Members:
Department of Local Government Sport and Cultural Industries - Maggie Earl
Shape Urban & The KP Collective Team - Anna Kelderman, Kara Pisconeri, Martin Spencer

2.1 CONSULTANT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Team Members

Roles and Responsibilities

Anna Kelderman

Project Lead, Stakeholder engagement, designing and facilitating
stakeholder events, reporting clearly on outcomes.

Kara Pisconeri

Provide strategic input to the team, marketing and communication lead,
quality control.

Martin Spencer

Urban planning and stakeholder engagement, reviewing and contributing
to the draft and final reporting stages and research engagement.
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2.2 TIMEFRAME
The plan is set up in five phases as shown in
Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1. More detail
in the execution of each phase in shown in the
Action plan (Chapters 5-10).

The engagement activities are expected to run
from June 2020 through to August 2020. Specific
deliverables to support the engagement will be
prepared from April 2020 through to June 2020
and are listed in Table 1. Final reporting will occur
in August 2020.
Table 1 - Engagement Stages and Timing
Phase

Timing

1. Inception

Week 1 - 3 (May 2020)

2. Awareness Phase

Week 2 - 6 (May 2020 to June 2020)

3. Preliminary Engagement

Week 6 - 9 (June 2020 to July 2020)

4. Ideas Generation

Week 9 - 14 (July 2020 to August 2020)

5. Final report, Plan and Release

Week 15 - 16 (August 2020 to September 2020)

2.3 NEGOTIABLES AND NON - NEGOTIABLES
The Non-negotiable elements of the project that
are fixed and cannot change are:

When we engage with any stakeholder, we
need to be clear about what it is they are being
engaged for and what they can influence. The
negotiables and non-negotiables enable us to
clearly identify their role in the project.

•

The site will be used for the purposes of the
State Football Centre;

•

In this project, the Negotiable elements of the
project that can be influenced and shaped by
stakeholders are:

The location for playing fields within the
subject site;

•

The locations for buildings within the subject
site; and

•

The proposed use of the areas surrounding
the agreed SFC facility; and

•

•

The extent to which the area within Maniana
Park is re-vegetated or landscaped.

The environmental requirements which may
be placed upon the development application
through the development of the site (which
are not yet known).
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Figure 1 - Program
Inception
Inception/
coordination

Building web
portal
• FAQs, Project
Background
Sheet,
Newspaper/ENews notices
• Social media
strategy and key
messages
• Build
Questionnaires
• Prepare
Councillor/Staff
pack
• Build mapping
tool

Awareness

Opportunity Identification
• Build next stage engagement
tools - Project Background
Sheet, Newspaper/E-News
notices, video explainer/
presentation
• Questionnaire
• Q&A Web portal

Preliminary
Engagement

Public release
• Q&A online chat
• Stakeholder ‘meetings’

Ideas Generation

Final Document
and Report
• Updated web
portal including
FAQs, project
information,
social media
posts and
newspaper/ENews

Final Report & Plan
and Release

Wk 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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3. Key Messages
3.1 THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT
•

The State Football Centre is being developed
in Queens Park adjacent to Maniana Park.

•

This will be the location for Football West and
associated infrastructure and playing fields.

•

•

•

The community is being asked for input
to assist in integrating the facility into the
site and enhancing the interface with the
surrounding park and community.
Development of the facility will result
in significant improvement of the area,
including improved vegetation and planting
and better outcomes for conservation.
Development of the facility is likely to
improve access to high quality recreation
areas for the local community.

•

The Department of Local Government,
Sport and Cultural Industries is working with
the City of Canning to bring this exciting
development to fruition.

•

There will be opportunities to improve the
community facilities at the same time as
bringing State and national level sporting
facilities to Queens Park.

•

3.2 IN THE AWARENESS & PRELIMINARY
ENGAGEMENT PHASE
•

We want to understand your values and
expectations in relation to Maniana Park and
the site of the SFC.

•

We want to better understand how you use
the site and how you would prefer to use the
site in the future.

•

We would like to know what opportunities
are possible that will meet the needs of all
members of the community, young and old,
‘local’ and new.

•

We would like to know what issues you
foresee in the development of the area.

•

We would like to hear about great ideas and
innovative solutions to using the area around
the SFC.

•

The SFC will bring activity and vibrancy to
the Queens Park Area, and will link to the
new Queens Park Station environment and
further enhance walkability and safety in
Queens Park.

•

The SFC will support local jobs through the
construction of the facility and also through
ongoing events.

3.2 DURING IDEAS GENERATION & FINAL
REPORTING

The engagement is open to people of all ages,
all cultures and all abilities. We will do our
best to provide an engagement process that
enables everyone to be involved.
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•

The ideas presented reflect the feedback we
have received from across the community.

•

The ideas presents a number of different
ways to respond to your suggestions and we
want to hear what works for you and what
you think is not suitable.

•

We want to understand if you have any new
ideas that might help make the SFC and
Maniana Park even better than currently
suggested.

•

Your support of this project will help to
drive investment decisions of the State and
encourage economic stimulus. We cannot
deliver projects such as this without the
support of the community.

4. Stakeholders
City of Canning - Representatives of the
community that surrounds the proposed sites.
The local government within which the site is
located. There will be coordination with project
team regarding development of local sport and
recreation facilities and opportunities that may
present.

All members of the Queens Park community
and others interested from the City of Canning
community are invited to be participants.
The following roles will be fulfilled by various
members of the community:
Ministers - this group are the final decision
makers but also an important connection
between the State and the community.
Advocates of the process.

This group plays an important role in ensuring
that any communication of the project is aligned
to key messages. This group should also be kept
informed of what activities are planned, in case
it impacts on their other projects or in case they
are called upon to answer any questions.

Department of Local Government Sport and
Cultural Industries Heads - conduit between
management, Ministers and the process.
Sponsors of the project.

Elected Members (Local and State) - this group
are an important connection between the
community and the project. Their role is both
as advocates and as participants in the process.
They can provide important feedback to the
project team to ensure that the objectives
and intent of the various activities are being
honoured, and they will help the project team
to resolve any shortcomings by providing local
knowledge and locally appropriate advice.
The Elected Members will also have a critical
community facing and encouragement role
throughout the project.

Residents, owners and business community
- this group are owners and occupiers of the
surrounding area and have important local
knowledge and perspective. This group may
use the location for recreation or sport or be in
proximity to the area and therefore impacted by
any development on the site.
Advisory groups, formalised community groups
and sporting clubs – this group may also be
owners and occupiers and are known to help
shape, organize, support and connect with
the broader community. This community is an
excellent existing conduit to many members
of the community and their role is to provide a
link into the broader community network. They
may also be called on for their more intimate
knowledge of how the land is currently used,
and informal uses and community efforts at
rehabilitation.

4.1 STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
This section provides a summary of all
stakeholder groups and organisations that will
need to be considered, engaged and activated
throughout this process. Each stakeholder group
is considered in terms of the level of Interest,
the impact the project might have on them, and
the Influence they may have over the project
outcomes. Table 2 provides the summary
stakeholder analysis, whilst a more detailed
stakeholder database is attached in Appendix A,
and is subject to constant refinement during this
project.
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Table 2 - Stakeholder Analysis
Interest
*

Impact
*

Influence
*

Stakeholder

Reason for interest

Hon. David
Templeman

Minister for Local Government; Heritage. Media
and public interest.

H

H

H

Hon. Mick
Murray

Minister for Seniors and Ageing; Volunteering;
Sport and Recreation. Media and public interest.

H

H

H

Hon. David
Kelly

Minister for Water; Forestry; Innovation and ICT;
Science; Youth. Media and public interest.

H

H

H

Hon. Stephen
Dawson

Minister for Envirnment; Disability Services;
Electoral Affairs. Media and public interest.

Department
Heads DLGSC

Key Participants. Will need to deliver on outcomes
of the project and be affected by the success or
failure of the process.

H

H

H

Football West

Key tenant of new facility. Major influence on
layout and facilities. May need to endorse some
of the key messages.

H

H

H

City of
Canning

Key participants as final decision maker. Elected
Members will need to be engaged to provided full
and complete support for the process and once
supportive will need to be enabled with support
tools to encourage broader community input.

H

M

M

Elected
Members

Key participants as final decision maker. Elected
Members will need to be engaged to provided full
and complete support for the process and once
supportive will need to be enabled with support
tools to encourage broader community input.

H

M

M

Community
Groups

Key participants. Provide local information and
be directly and indirectly impacted. Through the
engagement, this group will be able to influence
some of the periphery development. This group
will also help build awareness for the project
through information sharing within their own
stakeholder community.

H

M

M
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Interest
*

Impact
*

Influence
*

Stakeholder

Reason for interest

Environment
Groups

Key participants. Have a specific interest
in environmental outcomes and may have
established views on the suitability of developing
the site. Through the engagement, this group
may have a strong focus on rehabilitation. Will
likely communicate the project amongst their
own stakeholders, who may be outside of the
local area.

H

M

M

Aboriginal
Stakeholders

Key participants and stakeholders of nearby
sites which have sensitivities for environmental
and cultural reasons. Through the engagement,
this group will be able to influence some of the
periphery development and may have a strong
focus on connections to other sites. This group is
likely to share the project amongst their own local
stakeholders.

H

M

L

Sporting
Groups

Users of the adjacent community facility. Through
the engagement, this group will be able to
influence some of the periphery development.
This group will also help build awareness for the
project through information sharing within their
own stakeholder community.

H

M

L

Schools

Key participants. Provide local information and
be directly and indirectly impacted. Through the
engagement, this group will be able to influence
some of the periphery development. This group
can build awareness for the project through
sharing amongst their own stakeholders.

M

M

M

Local Media

Community outreach - build awareness,
community voice. Possibly raise objections.

H

M

M

*SCALE:
L = Low - low level of interest, impact or influence on the project,
M = Medium - medium level of interest, impact or influence on the project and
H = High - high level of interest, impact or influence on the project.
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5. Action Plan
5.1 ENGAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
This Community Engagement Plan has been
prepared to align with the International
Association for Public Participation (IAP2)
engagement principles set out in the
International Association of Public Participation
(IAP2) Code of Conduct. These principles
include:
•

Public participation is based on the belief that
those who are affected by a decision have a
right to be involved in the decision-making
process.

•

Public participation includes the promise that
the public’s contribution will influence the
decision.

•

Public participation promotes sustainable
decisions by recognising and communicating
the needs and interests of all participants,
including decision makers.

•

Public participation seeks out and facilitates
the involvement of those potentially affected
by or interested in a decision.

•

Public participation seeks input from
participants in designing how they
participate.

•

Public participation provides participants with
the information they need to participate in a
meaningful way.

•

Public participation communicates to
participants how their input affected the
decision.

In addition to these principles, which are largely
based on a decision point, the approach to
stakeholder engagement in the Community
Engagement Plan will include principles based
on supporting the implementation of the
Community Engagement Plan. These additional
principles are:
•

Public participation promotes local agents for
implementation, bestowing decision making
power to communities and enabling local
support for delivery.

•

Public participation develops a shared
agenda and alignment to shared tasks and
activities.

IAP2 has developed a framework that defines
the level of public participation in terms of a
spectrum that begins with Inform, Consult and
moves to Involve, Collaborate and Empower (see
Figure 2). In the IAP2 spectrum, the further to
the right of the spectrum, the greater the ability
of the public to influence or impact decisionmaking.

Figure 2 - IAP2 Spectrum of Engagement

INFORM

CONSULT

INVOLVE

COLLABORATE

EMPOWER

INFORM

INVOLVE

EMPOWER

Low level of
public engagement

Mid level of
public engagement

High level of
public engagement
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5.2 LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT

5.3 ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

The proposed level of engagement for this
project is between Involve & Collaborate.

Section 6-10 describe the draft engagement
program and Actions required in each phase.
This will be subject to change depending on the
complexity of various stages of the engagement,
and results from engagement activities.

Public Participation Goal - To work directly with
the public throughout the process to ensure that
public concerns and aspirations are consistently
understood and considered and to partner
with the public in decision making including
the development of alternatives for the area
surrounding the SFC.

The Action Plan needs to be regularly
reviewed and potentially updated to guide the
implementation of the community engagement
and communications actions for the project.

Promise to the Public - We will work with you to
ensure that your concerns and aspirations are
reflected in the alternatives developed and work
together with you to formulate solutions and
incorporate your advice and recommendations
into the development decisions.
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6. Phase 1 - Inception
This CEP has been developed following
the inception meeting which clarified the
key challenges, timelines and project team
requirements, key stakeholders and expected
access to web portals and social media.
As part of this inception phase the consultant
team will complete a background review
and commence preparation of engagement
materials.
The Action Plan for this phase is detailed in Table 3.
Table 3 - Phase 1 Actions
Task

Outcomes

Deliverable

Finalise CEP

Agreed engagement &
communication actions and
timeline

Community Engagement
Plan. Approval to engage.

Develop
Communication
materials

Summary of background
information to provide
understanding of current
knowledge and gaps

Detailed stakeholder
analysis. List of
communications materials
and access to agreed
channels. Letter drop
ready for distribution

Agree
communications
portal - website/
online tool

Agreement on how and where
the information is collated /
published

An information hub

Access to
stakeholders

Finalise contacts for
introductions or access to
stakeholders

List of contacts ready to
distribute information /
introduce consultants
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Resp.

Timing
Late

SU

April
2020
Late

SU

April
2020

DLGSC/
SU/
CoC

SU/
CoC

Late
April
2020
Early
May
2020

7. Phase 2 - Awareness
The aim of the first phase is to ensure that the
community understand the project context and
background and is ready to be engaged.

Before progressing to the first public phase,
we will also undertake to ensure that the City
of Canning Elected Members are briefed on
the project, and provide them with a Councillor
pack including key messages and social media
responses which they can use when responding
to the community.

Time will be spent developing awareness of the
project with identified stakeholders to help build
understanding of the project background before
an exchange of information is required.
The phase will include:

The Action Plan for this phase is detailed in Table 4.

•

NB: All timing is approximate and dependant on
approval from DLGSC

•
•
•

•

Preparation of a web portal. Our preferred
portal would be utilising the City of Canning
EHQ software as a shared partner in the
project;
Development and uploading of FAQs, project
Background Sheet, newspaper/E-News advert
and social media posts;
The building of a project questionnaire which
will seek to understand broad values of the
community in relation to the site;
The preparation of an instructional video
explainer so that when the preliminary
engagement phase is released participants
can view key project background at their own
leisure; and
The development of a mapping tool to
support community feedback in a spatial
context.

7.1 OUTCOMES
The outcomes of this phase are:
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•

To ensure all stakeholders have background
to project, and basic levels of understanding
of the benefits, objectives of the SFC and
awareness of their opportunities to get
involved in the project.

•

Instigate initial conversations and feedback.

Table 4 - Phase 2 Actions
Task

Outcomes

Deliverable

Preparation of
Web Portal

Accessible Web Portal

Web portal developed
using a project page
on Your Say Canning EHQ

Development
and upload of
communication
materials

Communications
FAQs, project background sheet,
package for phase 2.
newspaper/E-News advert and social Launch of community
media posts
engagement and
project information

Instructional
video

The preparation of an instructional
video explainer to enable
participants to view key project
background at their own leisure

Mapping tool

The development of a mapping tool A mapping tool on the
to support community feedback in a city of Canning’s EHQ SU/CoC
spatial context
portal

Elected Member
briefing

City of Canning Elected Members
will be briefed on the project, and
A Councillor
provided with a Councillor pack
briefing pack and
including key messages and social
presentation
media responses which they can use
when responding to the community

Media statement

Announce the project

Stakeholder
Advice

Ensure all stakeholders have
background to project and basic
levels of understanding

Prepare introductory
letters

Social media

A process for handling stakeholder
sentiment and comments online

Strategy and process
Pre-approved
responses

Instructional Video

Media release
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Resp.

Timing
Early

SU/CoC

May
2020
Early

SU

May
2020

SU/
DLGSC/
CoC

SU

DLGSC

Early
May
2020
May
2020

May
2020

Mid May
2020
Early

SU

May
2020
End

SU

April
2020

8. Phase 3 - Preliminary Engagement
The preliminary engagement phase is
designed to ascertain community values and to
understand what elements of the overall park
design could respond to their expectations by
responding to their stated values. Because the
core design elements are fixed, we will avoid any
suggestion that the design is flexible for the core
sporting facility and playing fields.

This phase will include:

In seeking feedback on community values, we
will be able to assess and identify potential
trade-offs that may be applicable to the
development and result in broader project
support in the community.
We have assumed that negotiables may include
additional tree planting or specific locations for
focused planting, the provision of seating, shelter
and water fountains, cycle and walking tracks at
the perimeter of the site and things like signage.
We will seek feedback from different stakeholder
types to ensure we have wide coverage of
community expectations - including children.
We will also seek to work with the City of Canning
specifically on engagement with the Aboriginal
community.
Important in this phase, at the same time as
we make the project public, we will commence
engagement with concerned/known community
members who have already expressed interest
or concern over the project. Based on the
stakeholder list, it appears that approximately
seven stakeholders will be in this category, and
we will call each of these and follow up with
project information emailed directly. The City
of Canning may propose to attend to ‘observe’
these meetings as the key relationship owner.

•

Direct engagement with interested/
concerned stakeholders;

•

The release of the instructional video
explainer, questionnaire and the mapping
tool;

•

Social media and traditional media posts
(including support to provide content to the
City of Canning’s E-News);

•

Use of an online Q&A tool, with potential
inclusion of an online ‘pop-in’ to take the
place of a traditional on-site pop-up;

•

Use of the mapping tool to link community
values with specific areas of the site
(excluding the area set aside for playing fields
and the SFC facility;

•

Preparation of ‘kid-friendly’ engagement
questions;

•

Engagement with the local Aboriginal
community through City of Canning
relationships;

•

Briefing to the Sustainability and Environment
Group of the City of Canning;

•

Monitoring of feedback and responses;

•

An internal workshop discussion of
opportunities or solutions presented through
the engagement; and

•

A summary of all outcomes, provided on the
project web page.

At the conclusion of this phase we will update the
FAQs and project timeline.
The Action Plan for this phase is detailed in Table 5.

8.1 OUTCOMES
The outcomes of this phase are:

There are an additional four stakeholders who
are sporting related which we will assume that
DLGSC will contact directly, and we will attend
those discussions as observers.
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•

Community driven opportunities and ideas;
and

•

A sense of potential issues and challenges.

Table 5 - Phase 3 Actions
Task

Outcomes

Deliverable

Resp.

Engagement

Release of instructional video
explainer, questionnaire and
mapping tool

Published project page on
Your Say Canning (EHQ)

Communication
of project to
stakeholders

Project content is published
across agreed channels.

Communications package for
phase 3

Community ‘Pop
in” Discussion

Online Q&A

Opportunity for community
Q&A

DLGSC/
SU

Youth Survey

Survey for distribution
through schools to seek age
appropriate input

Youth voice recorded, inputs
included in outcomes

SU

SU/CoC

SU

Engagement with
Opportunity for specialised
Local Aboriginal
input regarding sensitivities
Community

Summary of input, inputs
included in outcomes

SU, CoC

Sustainability
and Environment
Group

Opportunity for specialised
input regarding sensitivities

Summary of input, inputs
included in outcomes

SU, CoC

Internal
workshop

Workshopping of
opportunities with DLGSC and Workshop
CoC

Elected Member
update

Councillors remain aware of
project progress

A Councillor update sheet

Social media

A process for handling
stakeholder sentiment and
comments online

Strategy and process
Pre-approved responses

Update of
communications
material

Ensure feedback is
continuous

Respond to stakeholders
through as required
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SU
DLGSC/
CoC
SU/
CoC

Timing
June
2020
June
2020
June
2020
June
2020
June
2020
June
2020
July
2020
July
2020

SU

Review
per 14
days

SU

Review
per 14
days

9. Phase 4 - Ideas Generation
This phase will combine the feedback provided
by the community with the existing plans and
layout for the sporting fields.

This phase will include:
•

Preparation of graphics and supporting
materials for the ‘ideas’;

We will prepare a series of site plans and layouts
that reflect the feedback of the community for
the external areas of the site and present these
back to the community as a series of ‘ideas’ that
could work for the treatment of the site, which
respond to the community’s stated values.

•

Development of survey tools seeking
feedback on the various options, plus FAQs
and news articles; and

•

Monitoring of feedback and responses.

The Action Plan for this phase is detailed in Table 6.

Whilst any concept shown will include the
sporting field in its agreed layout, we expect
there may be two-three variations in the kind of
external treatments. This could include:
•

9.1 OUTCOMES
The outcomes of this phase are:

An active recreation concept, with treatments
designed to encourage walking and cycling
exercise’; and

•

A passive recreation concept, with pathways
designed to meander through trees with
areas to sit; and

•

A natural concept, with extensive planting
and very limited other man-made asset
(other than the sporting fields).
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•

Community driven design options for the
area outside the SFC facility; and

•

A community that is aware of the various
opportunities that may be available and
has had the opportunity to influence the
outcomes.

Table 6 - Phase 4 Actions
Task

Outcomes

Deliverable

Preparation of
ideas graphics

Graphics showing SFC layout
with community input for
surrounding interface

Graphics and maps to show
interface.

Resp.
SU

Timing
July
2020

Development and
Feedback from community on Communications package for
distribution of
various options
Phase 4
survey tools

SU

Monitoring
Feedback

Feedback and responses to
survey on various options

Report on engagement

SU

August
2020

Elected Member
update

Councillors remain aware of
project progress

A Councillor update sheet

SU/
CoC

August
2020

Social media

A process for handling
stakeholder sentiment and
comments online

Strategy and process
Pre-approved responses

SU

Review
per 14
days

Update of
communications
material

Ensure feedback is
continuous

Respond to stakeholders
through as required

SU

Review
per 14
days
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July
2020

10. Phase 5 - Final Report, Plan and
Release
The feedback received from stakeholders
in response to phase 4 will be reviewed and
combined by the project team into a summary
report and spatial plan.

An internal workshop with DLGSC and the City
of Canning may be required to finalise the
documentation, and we have assumed one
Council briefing.

The report will be relatively simple and short
provide the community with an easy to read
record of the plan and something to refer back
to when considering the revitalisation of the
overall area.

The Action Plan for this phase is detailed in Table 7.

10.1 OUTCOMES
The outcomes of this phase are:
•

This phase will include:
• Preparation of a summary report (including
engagement outcomes); and
•

A final plan and communications of the
outcomes.

An updated web portal including FAQs,
project information sheet, social media posts
and newspaper/E-News notice.

Table 7 - Phase 5 Actions
Task

Outcomes

Deliverable

Preparation of
summary report

Reporting the engagement
process and outcomes

Summary Report

Internal
workshop

Workshopping of
opportunities with DLGSC and Workshop
CoC

Briefing of
Councillors

Briefing of Council on
Engagement process and
outcomes

Finalisation of
document

Internal workshop with DLGSC
Final Report
and CoC

SU

Update web
portal

Updated web portal including
FAQs, project information
Updated Web Portal
sheet, social media posts,
newspaper/E-News notices

SU

Council Briefing
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Resp.

Timing

SU

August
2020

SU
DLGSC/
CoC
SU/
CoC

Sept
2020
Sept
2020
Sept
2020
Sept
2020

11. Communications
11.1 COMMUNICATION GOALS

11.2 HOW WILL WE COMMUNICATE

•

Raise awareness of the State Football Centre
within the local community and identified
stakeholders.

•

Inform and educate stakeholders about the
State Football Centre project - how we got
here and what the conversation is about
(what they can influence).

The primary communication channels used
will be the City of Canning channels to ensure
identified stakeholders are targeted on platforms
that they are already following or engaged.
The information will be communicated as a
DLGSC project that the City of Canning is sharing
and supporting (but not leading).

•

Invite two-way conversations across the
community to gather thoughts, ideas and
feedback.

Information will also be communicated on DLGSC
channels, linking to the project page (information
hub) on City of Canning’s engagement portal.

•

Minimise potential negative reactions
stemming from misinformation and/or lack
of understanding of the State Football Centre
project.

•

Build community support and acceptance of
the State Football Centre.

A package will delivered for each stage that
includes the approach, timing and content
for that stage. This flexible approach allows
messaging and content to evolve with the
feedback and insights provided through the
engagement.
All content will be prepared by Shape Urban and
approved by DLGSC before being provided to
City of Canning. It will follow DLGSC branding
style guides, but can be co-badged with City of
Canning on specific materials and channels.

11.3 BRAND VOICE
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•

Use casual, but professional tone.

•

Be authentic, friendly and limit the amount of
built form jargon – make it relatable.

•

More serious and technical tones will be
taken when necessary or required with
stakeholders.

•

Keep it visual where possible, using images,
illustrations and graphics.

Tactic

Your Say
engagement
platform

DLGSC website

Department
social media

Reach

Activity

Timing of channel

2.5K

• Web copy
• FAQs
• Project summary documents /
information sheets
• Timeline
• News updates to project subscribers

• Ready for launch.
• Update during each
phase or major
engagement milestones

TBC

• Provide connection between DLGSC
• Ready for launch
site and EHQ site.
• Add news when
• Web copy or news article with link to
required
engagement portal.

TBC

• No active posts/content.
• Platform to respond to comments if
required.

• Tagged in City of
Canning social media
posts

Letterbox drops/ Distribution
mail outs
TBC

• Invite input and/or opportunity to be
• Launch only
involved in the engagement activities.

Media releases

N/A

• Media announcements will be issued • Launch
at major milestone points in the
• If required to respond
engagement process.
to feedback.
• Spokesperson(s) and quotes - TBC
• Provided to City of
• Weekly editorial deadlines for local
Canning the week
papers: Monday and Tuesday.
before for approval.

N/A

• Ready for launch.
• Provide connection between City of
• Update during
Canning site and EHQ site.
each phase or
• News article with link to engagement
major engagement
portal.
milestones.

Approx. 17K

Scheduled posts on the following:
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Twitter
• LinkedIn
• You Tube

City of Canning
website

City of Canning
Social Media
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• Social media content
schedule to be provided
for each phase as part
of the communications
package

Tactic

Activity

Timing of channel

Canning in Focus
20K
eNewsletter

• Build awareness, generate
engagement and close the feedback
loop
• Provide regular updates
• Content will be targeted to the
audience / newsletter type

• Sent weekly on Fridays
• Deadline for content is
Thursday 12pm

Business
in Focus
eNewsletter

2K

• Build awareness of the community
engagement activities
• Content will be targeted to the
audience / newsletter type

• Sent bi-monthly
• Content due four days
before publication

18K

• Build awareness of the community
engagement activities
• Content will be targeted to the
audience / newsletter type

• Sent monthly
• Content due four days
before publication

22K

• Build awareness of the community
engagement activities
• Content will be targeted to the
audience / newsletter type

• Sent monthly
• Content due four days
before publication

Leisure in Focus
eNewsletter

Library
eNewsletter

Reach

Canning
Gazette ~
Monthly full page 16,000
advert
Canning
Examiner ~
30,000
Flyers/Posters/
brochures

TV sliders &
Library Kiosks

• Awareness raising initially and then
as required

• First week of each
month
• Content gathered 2-3
weeks in advance

N/A

• Add to community noticeboards and
City facilities

• Option if we need to
increase reach
• 2 week lead time

N/A

• Visible to visitors to City of Canning’s
four libraries, two Leisureplexes,
Admin Building and Works Depot
(internal)

• Option if we need to
increase reach
• 2 week lead time

Outdoor banners
N/A
and signage

• On display at prominent locations
• Option if we need to
across Canning including major roads
increase reach
and premier parks
• 3-4 week lead time
• Would require additional print costs
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12. Evaluation
Evaluating community engagement involves
assessing the quality of the engagement process.
It seeks to measure how well the engagement
process was planned, implemented and
managed and informs continuous improvement
of the engagement approach.
Table 8 describes our expected evaluation
targets.
Table 8: Evaluation Targets
Measures of success

Evidence

Reach
(Total visits to Your Say Canning - awareness only)

2,500

Number of people engaged
(Active engagement eg multiple pages visited, document downloads &
activities complete on Your Say Canning, e-news, social insights, etc)

2,000

Number of people directly engaged by the project (submissions,
attendees, social comments, emails sent/received, direct stakeholder
liaison)

75

Open rate on e-news / click throughs

35%
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Appendix A
Stakeholder Database
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Stakeholder name

Contact person

Number

Schools
St Norbert's College

Simon HarveyPrincipal

John Rose-Principal

Seven Oaks College
Queens Park Primary
School

Impact Influence

What is important to the
stakeholder?

How could the
How could the
stakeholder contribute to stakeholder block
the project?
the project?

Strategy for engaging the
Lead
stakeholder

Carley Robbins

Gibb Street Primary
School
St Joseph's Primary
School

Canning
relationship
owner

Julie LoaderPrincipal

Religious groups

Enriching

M

M

Information

Enriching

M

M

Traffic mangement

Enriching

L

L

Information

Enriching

L

L

Information

Enriching

M

M

Information

Enriching

L

L

Enriching

L

L

Enriching

L

L

Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc
Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc
Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc
Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc
Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Carley Robbins

Canning /Queens Park
Mosque
St Joseph Priory St
Norberts
Hope Church

Interest groups
Friends of Queens Park

Sian Mawson

4.27E+08

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

M

Preservation and
improvement of existing
support
vegetation (supporting fauna)

Activism and make
submissions against
environmental
approvals

Involve early

Shape
Urban

SERCUL

Amy Krupa

9458
5664

Parks & Place
Improvement

M

L

Preservation and
improvement of existing
support
vegetation (supporting fauna)

Activism and make
submissions against
environmental
approvals

Involve early

Shape
Urban

Sister Kate's

Tjalaminu Mia (TJ)

9258
8885

Enriching

M

M

Involve early

Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc

Activism

Inform early and involve
when possible

Shape
Urban

Enriching

H

M

Across the road - traffic
mangement/impact to
operation and activity

Endorse
/Supporter/participate in
tree planting, mural etc

Enriching

H

L

Quality playing fields they
wish to move to

Support/champion

Potential agitator

Environment

H

H

Home

Building a State centre

n/a

Enriching

H

L

Quality playing fields

Support/champion

Potential agitator

Queens Park Scouts

Early and all the way through Shape
– high info/engagement
Urban

Sporting Clubs and bodies
Queens Park Soccer Club
(Coker Park)
Football West
Queens Park Football
Club (Queens Park
Reserve)

James Curtis

One on one, constant,
inform
Open transparent
partnership approach
One on one, constant,
inform

DLGSCI
DLGSCI
DLGSCI

Queens Park Cricket Club
(Queens Park Reserve)

Potential agitator

One on one, constant,
inform

Enriching

H

L

Quality playing fields

Support/champion

Dept. of Transport

Build

M

H

flora/fauna

Approval of traffic plans and Not approving plans
more
and re routing

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement

Main Roads

Build

M

H

Flow of traffic

Approval of traffic plans and Not approving plans
more
and re routing

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement

Dept Biodiversity
Conservation and
Attractions

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

H

Preservation of flora and
fauna at site and
neighbouring sites

Supporting environmental
approvals/permit
applications

Blocking permit
approvals etc

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement

WAPC

Land Utilisation

H

H

Land owners of majority of
site

Need to approve project

Not approve

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement

DWER

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

H

Preservation of flora and
fauna at site and
neighbouring sites

Supporting environmental
approvals/permit
applications

Blocking permit
approvals etc

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement

Water Corp

Parks & Place
Improvement

M

M

Drainage function

Info and drainage for
liveability program

Western Power

Build

H

H

Poles and wires

Information

ATCO Gas

Build

H

H

Infrastructure

Information

H

H

Affected bus routes

L

L

Advice

Information

Early information

L

L

Advice

Information

Early information

L

L

Advice

Information

Early information

FESA (building located
directly across
Welshpool Rd from site)

Build
CEO/Directors/E
Ms
CEO/Directors/E
Ms
CEO/Directors/E
Ms
Rangers &
Community
Safety Services

L

L

Traffic
management/firebreaks

Information

Business

Joy Mickelson

State Government Departments/ agencies/utilities/LGs

PTA
City of Belmont

CEO

City of Gosnells

CEO

Dept of Education

Early and all the way through
– high info/engagement
Not give approval to
relocate poles and
wires if necessary
Not give approval to
relocate poles and
wires if necessary

Early information

Early information
Early information

Dealying firebreak
approval etc

Early information

Located on Wharf/Whitlock Streets in close proximity to the site
Share Information - spread
awareness
Share Information - spread
awareness
Share Information - spread
awareness
Share Information - spread
awareness

Activism

Email materials and invite to
place poster
Email materials and invite to
place poster
Email materials and invite to
place poster
Email materials and invite to
place poster

Australia Post

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Quality Meats

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Leteisha's Hair Salon

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Queens Park Café and
Kebabs

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Queens Park Pharmacy

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Share Information - spread
Activism
awareness

Email materials and invite to
place poster

Mega shine Detailing

Enriching

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Share Information - spread
Activism
awareness

Email materials and invite to
place poster

Activism
Activism
Activism

DLGSCI

Light and heavy
industrial neighbouring
site in Welshpool

Mr Letari (Toscana PTY
LTD)
Located throughout
Queens Park
Queens Park Medical
Center
Good Start Early
Learning Center
Homestay Village
Cùram Early Learning
School
Blooming Gardens and
Landscaping
Carrot Cleaning services
NDA Plumbing and Gas
Services
DD Carpet Cleaning
Services
Perth Professional
cleaners
A Abundance Lawn
Mowing
Budget Car Detailing
Trilab Pty Ltd
HW Auto Services and
Repairs
Firmafloor Timber and
Laminate Flooring
Harrington Fiberglass
AirElecTech WA
Shipshape bookkeeping
Akzo Nobel Pty Ltd
Keegan Transport
Best Commercial
Painters Perth
Microworld Computers

PTA Vacant site and
Property Express
site directly across
Welshpool Road

Parks & Place
Improvement

L

L

Local knowledge/awareness

Share Information - spread
Activism
awareness

Email materials and invite to
place poster

Email materials and invite to
place poster

Parks & Place
Improvement

L

L

Business owner located
across Welshpool Rd in
Kewdale - major rate payer, Share Information - spread
Activism
has interest in appearanace of awareness
major roads and industrial
area.

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching
Enriching

L
L

L
L

Awareness
Awareness

Potential endorser
Potential endorser

Unlikely
Unlikely

Organic through channels
Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching
Enriching
Enriching
Enriching
Enriching

L
L
L
L
L

L
L
L
L
L

Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness

Potential endorser
Potential endorser
Potential endorser
Potential endorser
Potential endorser

Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely
Unlikely

Organic through channels
Organic through channels
Organic through channels
Organic through channels
Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Defensive Driving School

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Hambleys Supa IGA

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

TAB

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Cedar Café

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Cellarbrations

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Queens Park Fish and
Chips
Gentle Hair n Beauty
Zone
Queens Park Fresh
Growers Market

Fitsa Fitness wear

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Kohanm

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Ensign Graphix

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Robson Brothers 4WD
Service & Repair

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Silverchain (Everglades)

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Bentley Hospital

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Queens Grove Caravan
Village

Enriching

L

L

Awareness

Potential endorser

Unlikely

Organic through channels

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

H

Disruption to their lifestyle
short and long term

Be fully involved and
champion it

Activism

Early and fulsome
engagement

Build

L

L

Traffic management

Be fully involved and
champion it

Activism

Baris Education and
Culture foundation

Enriching

L

L

May use space as located
nearby

Be fully involved and
champion it

Activism

Elected members

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

M

Everything local

Support, share, promote

Voice active lack of
support

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

Staff

Parks & Place
Improvement

L

M

Knowing what's going on so
they have the right
information

Support, share, promote

Limited

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

Canning ratepayers

Parks & Place
Improvement

M

M

Activism

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

Queens Park community

Parks & Place
Improvement

H

H

Activism

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

YMCA East Cannington

Enriching

L

L

Activism

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

Mamba

Enriching

L

L

Activism

Inform early - opportunities
for engagement

Misc
Residents living directly
around Mainana Park
Mr Damian Throssell

0411 722 422

Organic through
other channels
Close proximity Email from CoC
Direct Engagement
Shape Urban
Direct Engagement
DLGSCI

Being aware of what's going
on around the
neighbourhood
Being aware of what's going
on around the
neighbourhood

Provide input, share
information - spread
awareness
Provide input, share
information - spread
awareness
Provide input, share
Being aware of opportunities information - spread
awareness
Provide input, share
Being aware of opportunities information - spread
awareness

Inform early as enquired
about the project at Civic
admin so has a keen interest
Engage early and keep
informed

Shape
Urban
Shape
Urban
Shape
Urban
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
The City of Canning, with support from the
Department of Local Government, Sport
and Cultural Industries, has prepared a
masterplan that will guide the future of
the Queens Park Open Space.
The masterplan will guide improvements
to community facilities, access to playing
fields and an enhanced parkland whilst
improving the natural environment. The
masterplan has been developed in the
context of the imminent development of
State and national level football (soccer)
facilities through the State Football Centre
(SFC).
The Queens Park Open Space (QPOS)
includes the area bounded by Whitlock
Road, Gibbs Street, Wharf Street and
Welshpool Road and currently comprises:
• Existing playing fields;
• Maniana Park;
• Bushland; and
• Public open space.
The masterplan considers the areas within
the site surrounding the SFC, to ensure
the SFC is fully integrated in its surrounds
and to take advantage of works associated
with the SFC.

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Engagement for this project was
undertaken via a two step process, with a
preliminary stage of engagement intended
to identify community values and ideas for
the QPOS, and a second stage intended to
seek feedback on options developed from
Stage 1.

Stage 1 - Preliminary engagement
The community was invited to share their
ideas and suggestions to improve the
Queens Park Open Space.
They were provided the opportunity to
access an online mapping tool to drop
pins and comment on their ideas and
concerns. They were also invited to
complete a short survey to share how they
use the land within QPOS and suggest
what innovations or opportunities existed
for improvement.
The project was launched to the
community on 14 June 2020 with a
joint press release with the Premier the
Honourable Mark McGowan, the Minister
for Sport and Recreation and the Mayor
of the City of Canning regarding both the
Queens Park Open Space Masterplan and
the State Football Centre.
The press release reached a significantly
wider audience than a typical local project,
being taken up by the media across
newspaper and television, as well as
multiple online platforms.
The project was further advertised
through the following:
• A press release through the City of
Canning, to local media
• An email to key stakeholders and a local
database of residents, businesses and
community groups
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• Direct phone calls to key stakeholders
including a variety of local leaders
connected to various cultural groups
• A letter drop to over 1100 surrounding
residents, which also included
language translations into the five most
commonly spoken languages of the
Queens Park community.
• Hard copy surveys, FAQs and
information distributed to Libraries and
the Civic Centre.
The survey and mapping tool was open
from 14 June 2020 to 10 July 2020.
The project team received 39 survey
responses and 23 ‘pins’ placed on the
map.
Two additional contributors provided
comment directly to the project team
via the email address, with a further
participant providing feedback over
the phone. In total, 57 participants
contributed to this Stage.

Stage 2 - Ideas Generation
The existing plans and layout for the
sporting fields and the feedback for the
external areas of the site provided by
the community in Stage 1 were brought
together by the project team for Stage 2 of
engagement.

The project team received 29 survey
responses. A further survey response was
provided directly via the email address,
and a letter submission was also received.
A total of 23 people attended the three
walks, with a further 25 people engaging
with the project team on site whilst they
were there.
In total, 79 participants contributed to this
Stage.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The purpose of this report is to summarise
the two-stage stakeholder engagement
process, including activities undertaken,
the information presented and modes of
engagement.
The report summarises feedback
including the responses received. All
individual responses to Stage 1 can
be found unedited in Appendix A and
email submissions in Appendix B. All
individual responses to Stage 2 can be
found unedited in Appendix C and email
submissions in Appendix D.
The resultant draft masterplan can be
found in Appendix E.

Two concept plans and layout ‘ideas’ that
could work for the site were presented
back to the community for feedback via
an online survey that was open from
22 August 2020 to 27 September 2020 and
at three site walks held on Saturday,
September 19, 2020 and Friday October
30, 2020.
The concepts and ‘ideas’ presented to the
community for feedback were aided by
frequently asked questions and news
articles on the City’s engagement website Your Say Canning.
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STAGE 1 SUMMARY OF
FEEDBACK
Online engagement is measured by
splitting the level of interaction into three
groups; aware, informed and engaged.

Aware
The total number of participants aware
of the project through the online
engagement tools can be measured by the
number of people that viewed at least one
page of the website relating to the project.
929 participants visited at least one page
of the project online.

Informed
Of those who were aware, a smaller group
were informed further about the project.
This can be measured by the number of
interactions with the pages. These people
numbered 450 and they either:

SURVEY
The Survey asked the community four
questions to elicit information on:
• What they value the most
• How they use the area
• What are the main concerns about the
study area and how they can be solved
• Identifying new ideas for improving the
area
The following section summarises
the responses to these questions and
provides some representative examples
of responses. A full unedited list of
responses is provided in the Appendix A.

• Visited multiple project pages (453)
• Downloaded a document (265)
• Visited the frequently asked questions
page (132)
• Contributed to a tool (engaged) (54)
• Viewed a video (57)

Engaged
The total who contributed or engaged by
using one of the tools was 54. Of these, 39
people participated in the surveys with 23
people placing pins on the map.
Two additional contributors provided
comment directly to the project team
via the email address and a further
stakeholder provided feedback via phone.
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WHAT DO YOU VALUE THE MOST ABOUT THE QUEENS PARK OPEN
SPACE?
There were two key themes arising from
the comments about community values at
QPOS.

Natural Bushland
The presence of bush in a suburban area
and the opportunities to interact with and
in the bush provided the key value for the
community. The ability to walk, play in
nature, sit and enjoy the quiet, featured
strongly as did the recognition of being
able to preserve bushland.
Comments received include:
• Love the natural bush land and animal
species that inhabit the area , should
above all else keep & expand the
natural bush land and clean up the
water catchment and drainage for the
water birds , Queens Park should live
up to its name sake and have beautiful
natural bush land above development.
• Natural bushland, particularly
remnant banksia woodland and that
its protection and enhancement are
ensured throughout the development
process and beyond in perpetuity.
• The amazing native plants and birds
that live there
• The pleasure of walking through and
observing the remnant bush
• Nature.

Walking dogs

Other values
Other consistent values followed a
broader theme around interaction with
others and quiet spaces.
Comments received include:
• It being a quiet place
• Open space for the kids to play
• The potential for people to engage with
each other
• Seeing it as an opportunity to provide
not only local residents but other
members of the public an exciting space
where families want to catch up/play

HOW DO YOU USE THE QUEENS
PARK OPEN SPACE?
The community use the QPOS in a wide
variety of ways (see Figure 1). Walking is
the major activity with 34 respondents.
Other main uses were Dog Walking (18)
and General Playing (17). Jogging , Social
Gatherings and Bike riding all featured
fairly well. Most respondents recognised
that they use the park in more than one
way.
Two ‘Other’ comments were related to
feeling unsafe - ‘the playground area isn’t
appealing, plus I don’t feel safe there with
my children if my husband isn’t there’ and
that there are ‘unappealing playgrounds’.

Walking and exercising dogs featured
strongly on the list of values for the
community. The ability to have dogs off
leash was valued as well as just a general
area to walk the dog on and off path.
Those who commented noted;
• The dog exercise area
• The ability to take dogs to socialise
• That dogs should have an big space to
run and be off the lead
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Figure 1 - How do you use the Queens Park Open Space?
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WHAT IS YOUR MAIN CONCERN CURRENTLY ABOUT THE AREA
AROUND THE QUEENS PARK OPEN SPACE AND HOW DO YOU
THINK THIS CAN BE SOLVED?
There was four major themes regarding
concern about the area, with several of
the concerns interrelated.

Off road vehicles
This was a concern arising from anecdotal
use of off-road cars and motorbikes in the
area, causing destruction, creating noise
and making it unsafe.
Comments received include:
• The area is not blocked off for four
wheel drive and dirt bike enthusiasts.
At weekends in particular the area
gets churned up by this illegal activity.
Dumping of rubbish is also a concern
because of the ease of accessibility.
• Off-road motor bikes. Not sure if this
can be completely solved. However
fencing and more use of the park
should put a stop to this.
• People like to ride their off-road motor
bikes in the bush and some of them
come on to the park where there is
children playing with there family. Some
people put there cars there to.

Illegal Dumping
Another concern expressed was alleged
dumping of rubbish which is thought to
be frequent. This also leads to a general
feeling of neglect for the area.

• My major concern is what’s going to be
done about the huge piles of waste, and
how they’re going to be disposed of.
• People dumping trash in the area and
using the area for illegal activities e.g.
dirt bikes being ridden through the
park.

Safety
Safety was also mentioned a few times
as well as being tied to the two major
themes. This included a general feeling of
being unsafe because not many people
use the area or the wrong sort of people
use the area, and inadequate lighting.
Comments received include:
• Snakes in the bush area. Safety.
• Safety. There isn’t many people around.
• Having it as a desirable place that many
would want to go would encourage
more to use the area. Even having a
cafe/bar would provide more certainty.

Degraded Natural Areas
There was a general theme also of
degraded natural areas which covered
concerns about loss of biodiversity,
vandalism and bush not being properly
cared for.

Comments received include:
• Sadly the illegal dumping of rubbish
in the bushland, I have on occasions
in the past caught people dumping
rubbish early in the morning and have
challenged them to pick it back up and
put it back into the vehicles and take it
to the tip or I would report them, but it
still goes on, to solve the issue bollards
and fencing surrounding the whole area
to eliminate vehicle access.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK IS A GREAT IDEA TO IMPROVE THE AREA
AROUND QUEENS PARK OPEN SPACE?
The key ideas raised as improvements
centred around seven main areas.

Cafe
There was a strong suggestion for a cafe
to service the park and the local area that
would also be an opportunity to provide
facilities for the users of the park. No
specific location was mentioned for the
cafe. There was however a few comments
about public toilets, and change room
and places to hire soccer nets and other
equipment in the mapping tool. These
referred to the community facility and the
playspace areas near Gibbs St.
Comments received include:
• It would be great to have a cafe or
restaurant in the area so that local
residents have more options within
their suburb
• It would be great to have a cafe
• A nice clubhouse and a cafe perhaps
• Would love to see a cafe built

Paths and Trails
Reflecting that the majority of the users
of the park mentioned walking as their
key activity, there was a strong theme
of improving the area by improving the
walking and riding environment through
the creation of, or improvement to, the
paths. Comments received include:
• Create walking paths
• A walk path around the drainage area
• Some really nice playgrounds and
physical activity areas. I look at Mills
Park in Beckenham with a lot of envy
• Nice BBQ and picnic facilities. Open
spaces for running and casual sports,
just kicking a ball
• A dedicated bike/running path around
the whole area would be amazing

Playground / Nature Playground
More playgrounds and play equipment
including nature play was a popular
theme. There was less consistency in
location and type with a full range of
comments from providing equipment
for all ages, nature play as a specific type
of playground, and upgrading existing
equipment. Comments received include:
• Play equipment for all ages
• Bush themed children’s playground
• Some really nice playgrounds and
physical activity areas. I look at Mills
Park in Beckenham with a lot of envy

Picnic tables and seating
Several responses requested more
facilities for the parkland including
seating, picnic tables and BBQ’s.
Comments received include:
• Add more benches and BBQ space with
some additional shelters
• More seating including picnic tables,
bins, more BBQ’s, a fenced off-lead dog
area with dog equipment. Information
on the local wildlife and flora. Gym
equipment along the walkways

Dog facilities
The use of the area for dog walking and
exercise was reflected in the suggestions
to increase the facilities for dogs. These
included fencing for an off-lead exercise
area and water fountains.
Comments received include:
• I believe that an enclosed dog park
would be an excellent idea for this
space. There are quite a number of
dog users that use this space and
there aren’t many enclosed dog spaces
nearby
• A enclosed dog exercise park
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Revegetation/Regeneration
Another strong theme running through
the comments and ideas was centred
around planting trees for shade and
revegetation and regeneration of
degraded bush. These ideas included
planting native gardens, replanting bush,
revegetating the whole area, keep the
natural bush and expand it.
Some comments included:
• Native gardens, pathways for observing
the birds etc
• Replanting the bare areas with native
species
• Revegetate the whole area with more
walk paths and seating
Consistent with the theme for
revegetation/regeneration is a detailed
submission from the Friends of Queens
Park Bushland relating to the Masterplan
and the SFC proposal.

The full submission is included at
Appendix B, and included suggestions
such as:
• Improving the green link between
the western and eastern parcels of
“enhanced environment” as a vital
wildlife corridor
• Limit the removal and disturbance of
remnant native vegetation
• Salvaging as many existing plants as
possible and replanting on site
• Management of the natural
groundwater level required to sustain
the natural bush environment
• Weed and hygiene controls for
equipment and personnel
• Fencing around the State Football
Centre site during construction to limit
unintended impact to surrounding
bushland
• Limiting the use of artificial lighting
• Managing State Football Centre game
day traffic via shuttle bus

Image 1 - Queens Park Community Facility
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MAP AND COMMENTS

The pins related to nine category options:

The respondents were provided with
the opportunity to place a ‘pin’ on a map
provided on the project page and make a
comment regarding that location.

• Green spaces

Figure 2 illustrates the web portal
mapping tool and shows dots where
concentrations of feedback were provided
across a number of themes represented
by the pin options.

• Play spaces
• Look and Feel
• Walking and Cycling
• Community meeting
• Environment
• Opportunity
• Concern

Figure 2 - How do you use the Queens Park Open Space?
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There were three primary themes that
arose from the comments provided.

Paths
The upgrade of paths was also a dominant
theme emerging from comments on
the map. Upgrade of existing paths,
formalising of some informal paths and
closing off of others to allow regeneration
were mentioned. There were also
consistent suggestions wanting running,
cycling and walking connections around
the perimeter as well as connecting
through the park. The key locations are
shown as (A) on the map in Figure 3.

Natural environment
The dominant theme related to the
natural environment. These comments
and suggestion proposed retention,
regeneration and enhancement of existing
bushland. This was related mainly to the
large area of ‘Enhanced Environment’ to
the west of the open space though the
comments were spread throughout.
Comments relating to the link between
the two parts of Enhanced Environment
(shown as B in Figure 3) suggest ensuring
there is sufficient bush and trees to
allow native fauna to use the link. The
comments recognised the wetland areas
also and suggested they be upgraded and
enhanced. This is shown as (C) on the map
in Figure 3.

Playspace
Providing playgrounds and playspaces
throughout the area were suggested but
most of the comments related to areas
to the east of the open space. The main
locations are shown as (D) on the map
in Figure 3. The comments included
upgrading and constructing playgrounds
or incorporating nature play grounds.
The concept of a dog exercise area was
also included as an option in the same
area (D).
Some of the comments included:
• Would be great to have a bigger
walking/cycling path and a bigger nature
play area for the kids
• An opportunity to plant more trees to
not only replace those removed but to
enhance an area making it more user
friendly for picnics etc
• Leave this area of bush intact and add
some paths and cycle ways
• Enclosed dog park area. Due to the
open area being used for sports it would
be nice to have a enclosed dog park
• I agree we need public toilets
• A new play ground for kids
A full list of comments is included in
Appendix A.
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LEGEND
Community Suggestions for
Improvements

A

C
A

A

B

B

Cycling and Walking Paths

B

Regenerate/ Enhance Bushland

C

Enhance Pond/ Lake

D

Playspace

E

Public Toilets

F

Cafe

Queen Park Open Space Project
Areas
Community Recreation Area

C

(main study area)

A

Drainage Area

B

Enhanced Environment

A

C
E

A

D

State Football Centre
& City of Canning Playing Fields

F

(not part of this engagement)

State Football Centre Facility

B

State Football Centre Fields

N

City of Canning Playing Fields
Vehicle Access Points

Figure 3 - Themes from Comments
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STAGE 2 SUMMARY OF
FEEDBACK
A series of site plans and layouts that
reflected community feedback in the
preliminary engagement stage were
prepared as ‘ideas’ that could work for the
treatment of the external areas of the site.
This comprised two concept masterplans
with different options for:
•

paths and trails

•

retention, regeneration and
enhancement of existing bushland

•

upgrading and constructing
playgrounds or incorporating nature
play grounds

•

dog facilities

•

a cafe and associated facilities.

Concept 1 is centred around enhancing
the natural environment. It includes
planting more trees for shade,
regeneration of the bushland including
restricting access and formalising some
paths to help protect the bushland while
still recognising the popularity of walking
through the area, and the provision of
seating and/or shelter at a small number
of locations and signage to support
information regarding local bird species.

Concept 2 is focussed on providing more
formalised active areas. It includes wider
cycle paths, a bike ‘pump track’ in the area
to the west of the playing fields, nature
play and formal playgrounds and a dog
area west of the playground.
A cafe is suggested in proximity to the
existing community centre. This location
could also provide facilities for hiring bikes
and sport equipment.
Play areas are centralised and do not
encroach on the most valued areas of
bushland.
Concept Master Plan Option 2 is at Figure
5 below.
The concept master plans and layout
options were presented to the community
for feedback via an online survey that
was open from 22 August 2020 to 27
September 2020 and at two site walks
held on Saturday, September 19, 2020.
Frequently asked questions and news
articles on the City’s website aided this
stage of community engagement.

Cycling through and the ability to walk
dogs off-leash would be discouraged.
Concept Master Plan Option 1 is at Figure
4 below.
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Queens Park Open Space Master Plan Option 1 - Enhancing the Natural Environment
LEGEND
Study Area
Tree planting
Environmental
enhancement
Seating
Community Building
Bird watching and
nature based activities
Walking paths (2m)
Drainage
Drainage link
Car parking
State Football Centre
Playing Fields
Playing Fields
State Football Centre
Buildings

Figure 4 - Master Plan Option 1
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Queens Park Open Space Master Plan Option 2 - Active Community Facility
LEGEND
Study Area
Tree planting
Environmental
enhancement
Community Building
Playground
Pump Track
Dog play areas
Seating
Cycle Path (3m wide)
Walking paths (2m wide)
Bird watching and
nature based activities
Drainage
Drainage link
Car parking
State Football Centre
Playing Fields
Playing Fields
State Football Centre
Buildings

Safe Active Street Gibbs Street

Figure 5 - Master Plan Option 2
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SURVEY
The Survey asked the community six
questions to elicit information on:
•

Participants’ preference for the low
scale walk trails in Concept 1 or the
more formalised bike and walking
paths in Concept 2 (Q1)

•

The level of support for the
development of a new playground to
the east of the site with more seating
and formalised pathways near a new
car park in Concept 2 (Q2)

•

Participants preference for some low
scale shelters and seating through
the bushland to enable birdwatching
and the provision of signage about
the types of plants and animal life
in Concept 1, or the construction of
nature play spaces, basketball courts
and playgrounds through the site for
kids to play and enjoy the open spaces
in Concept 2 (Q3)

•

Participants preference for more
planting in the area west of the playing
fields in Concept 1 or the construction
of a mountain bike pump track in
the same area to allow children and
teenagers opportunities to ride ‘offroad’ without damaging the bush in
Concept 2 (Q4)

•

The level of support for a dog exercise
area allowing off-lead exercise in a
focused area in Concept 2 (Q5)

•

The level of support for the new car
park off the Wharf Street edge of the
site in both Concepts (Q6)

A further two questions asked about
how well feedback from Stage 1 had
been captured and if there was anything
else they believed had been missed and
that would be beneficial for the site.
The project team received 30 survey
responses.
There was divergence in the responses
to the questions about paths and trails
(13 people preferred Concept 1 and 15
preferred Concept 2), shelter and seating
versus more active play spaces (13 people
preferred Concept 1 and 13 preferred
Concept 2), and more planting and seating
versus a mountain bike pump track west
of the playing fields (12 people preferred
Concept 1 and 13 preferred Concept 2).
There was likewise similar divergence in
views by the people who attended the site
walks and who communicated with the
project team on Saturday, September 19,
2020.
In surveys, community members clearly
preferred the dog exercise area (15 people
compared to 8 who did not agree with
having a fenced area) with additional
comments being more reference to
managing shared use of the site.
These divergent views suggest that
additional work is needed in design
phases to ensure all views continue to be
considered and catered for.
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WALK-SHOPS
Three walk-shops were held: two on
Saturday, September 19, 2020, at 10 am
and 1.30 pm and one on Friday, October
30 at 9 am.
At the start of each walk the project team
introduced the objectives and mandate of
the project and described how the session
would proceed.
On the walks the project team spoke
to areas of interest and attendees had
opportunities to ask questions and discuss
proposed ‘ideas’.

Specifically, the walk-shops sought
feedback on three key sites in the Master
Plan area:
•

Stop 1: Pump track or seating

•

Stop 2: Relaxation or active paths

•

Stop 3: Quiet or active play

At the end of the walks attendees could
pin notes about what they liked and
didn’t like about the proposals within the
Concept Master Plan options.
Walk-shops one and two
A total of 12 people attended the two
walks during September, with a further 25
people engaging with the project team on
site whilst they were there.

Images 2 and 3 - Walk Shop Two attendees mark their likes and dislikes about ‘ideas’ in the
Concepts
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Walk-shop three

•

Opportunity for events and festivals

A total of 11 people attended the walk in
October. This walk-shop was designed to
capture ideas and feedback from school
students, specifically early high school.

•

More playgrounds

•

Opportunity for a cafe

•

More bins

At each of the stops - Stop 1: Pump track
or seating, Stop 2: Relaxation or active
paths, Stop 3: Quiet or active play - the
students were able to discuss ideas for the
location and provide written feedback.

•

More active recreation spaces such as
sports courts

•

Addition of drink fountains

Some of the key themes and ideas raised
included:
•

Addition of BBQ’s

•

More benches

•

Inclusion of a pump track

Images 4 and 5 - Walk Shop attendees feedback and example walk-shop material
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The following section discusses the key
themes arising from Survey responses
received online and directly by email by
the project team, and discussions and
feedback at the Walk Shops on site.

•

A number of further discussions about
the location of paths have occurred and
there appears to be a much more suitable
location for paths, which can be illustrated
in the final masterplan.

Some representative examples of
responses are included.
A full unedited list of responses both via
the survey and feedback from the Walkshop is provided in the Appendix C.

Additionally, further discussion has
occurred on the type of path treatment,
and a preference exists to continue to
logged edges and rough surface through
the bushland, whilst enabling sealed
paths around the edges, which will have
the added benefit of creating a barrier
between the bushland and formalised
areas.

WALK TRAILS
Participants preference for the low scale
walk trails in Concept 1 or the more
formalised bike and walking paths in
Concept 2 is shown in Figure 6.
Comments received included:
•

Promote cycle paths and encourage
more people to use the development

•

Walk bridges over waste ways eg.
Tomato lake

•

More seating along paths - log fencing
along the pathway

•

Wheelchair friendly paths

If paths are sealed there needs to
be proper fencing along the path to
keep users from trespassing into the
bushland.

Notwithstanding, the divergent views
about the scale of walk trails on site
suggests that this concept may need to
be investigated further to help refine the
proposals in the final Master Plan for the
site.
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Concept 1 is the best and
should be delivered.

I prefer Concept 2 but
I prefer Concept 1 but
understand that people understand that people
might want to have more might want to keep the
area low scale.
spaces for children to play.

Concept 2 is the best and I don’t like either (please
should be delivered.
comment)

Figure 6 - Question 1 - Cycling and Walking paths
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ACTIVE SPACES

The email survey submission liked
Concept 2 the best and believed it should
be delivered.

Participants were also asked what their
level of support for a new playground
to the east of the site with more seating
and formalised pathways near a new car
park in Concept 2 was. Responses were as
shown in Figure 7.

From this feedback it can generally be
seen that the playground area being
enhanced and the parking area being
established is supported.
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Very unsupportive

Do not support

Neutral

Supportive

Highly supportiv e

Figure 7 - Question 2 - New Playground
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Question 3 sought participants preference
for low scale shelters and seating through
bushland to enable bird watching and
the provision of signage about the types
of plants and animal life in Concept 1,
versus construction of nature play spaces,
basketball courts and playgrounds
through the site for kids to play and enjoy
the open spaces in Concept 2 was as
shown in Figure 8.
Comments received included:
•

Improve the playground and change
the basketball to full court

•

Larger fenced playground

•

Adult obstacle course - with exercise
trail to other parks

•

A large playground similar to Mills Park
or Belmont Volcano Park

•

All in the same area or zone.

•

I support a play ground but not where
you have located it in Concept 2. It
should be under the trees.

•

Public toilets at Gibb Street end near
the barbecues and playground

•

Please include plans for a bigger
undercover area for BBQ and possibly
a bigger stove.

•

Inclusion of a water-play area/
small stream with pump - example
in children’s playground at Shelley
foreshore, Riverton, near Lo Quay
café, also one at Carawatha Park,
City of Melville) as part of the nature
playground for children in Concept 2.
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1

I don't like either
(pl ease comment ):

Concept 2 is the best I prefer Concept 2 but
and should be
understand that
delivered.
people mi ght want to
plant any remaining
space.

I like both

I prefer Concept 1 but Concept 1 is the best
understand that play
and should be
spaces for local kids
delivered.
are important.

0

Figure 8 - Question 3 - Shelter, Seating and Bird Watching
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In general, the divergent opinions reflect a
desire to maintain and protect the natural
bushland, and most feedback followed
this general principle despite many people
recognising the need to create active
spaces for the community.

Some comments provided on this
question did not relate to shelter, seating
or play and active spaces (but do relate
more directly to the general preservation
philosophy of many of the participants).
This includes:

It is reasonable to suggest that the final
masterplan should limit attractions in the
natural bushland areas, although shelters
such as those already in situ (Image 6)
may be suited to being located on the
existing walking paths.

•

Drainage pond to be left as is and
cleaned up as it is a nesting and
protected habitat for birds, snakes,
frogs etc.

•

Island in pond please to protect
nesting boarels

Image 6 - Existing Shelter and Seating On Site
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PUMP TRACK
Question 4 sought people’s preference for
more planting and seating in the area west
of the playing fields in Concept 1 (Figure
9) or the construction of a mountain
bike pump track in the same area (Figure
10) to allow children and teenagers
opportunities to ride ‘off-road’ without
damaging the bush in Concept 2 (Q4) is
shown in Figure 11.
The email survey submission liked
Concept 2 the best and believed it should
be delivered.
Comments received included:
•

Exercise trail not only in park but
inclusive of wider area (suburbs)
including a map to show a trail around
area to bring in all the individual areas
this will bring a whole of area focus
with Queens Park Open Space as
primary area

•

More benches along walk trails (for
elderly people)

•

Bridge lookout area near lake

•

More exercise equipment

Figure 9 Planting and Seating (Concept 1)

•

Bike path through nature would be
good

•

A snack/coffee area to bring families in

•

Ensure that the local habitat/animals
in the swamp are not disturbed
(Sustainability Drive)

•

I like the pump track but maybe have
it where you have the dog sign in
Concept 2

•

A skate park could be combined with
the bike pump track.

There was a divergence in preferences
for more planting and seating versus the
construction of a mountain bike pump
track. For those who supported the
mountain bike pump track there was a
debate with some people wanting these to
be through nature and others wanting it
separated from bushland.
During the site walk-shop, it was clear
that a preference did exist for enabling
the pump track. Participants were able to
more accurately see the zone suggested
for the track and provided strong support
(shown by the green dots in Figure 10).

Figure 10 - Mountain Bike Pump Track (Concept 2)
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(please comment)

2

Concept 2 is the best I prefer Concept 2 but
and should be
understand that
delivered.
people mi ght want to
keep the area low
scale.

I lik e both

2

I prefer Concept 1 but Concept 1 is the best
understand that
and should be
people mi ght want to
delivered.
use the area for more
active recreation.

0

Figure 11 - Question 4 - Pump Track

These views may need to be investigated
further during detailed planning, however,
it does generally appear that a pump track
would be supported by the community
and is a concept that could be delivered
relatively easily by the City.
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DOG EXERCISE AREA
One of the key community concerns
identified in the first stage of engagement
related to the interaction between dogs
and people on site.
A number of submitters were keen to
see the introduction of an enclosed dog
exercise area, as they generally felt unsafe
with dogs off-leash.
In the Stage 2 survey, respondents were
asked about their level of support for the
development of a dog exercise area with
an off-lead focussed area as shown in
Figure 12. Walk shop attendees were also
invited to discuss this idea.
Responses were mixed, with the survey
outcomes shown in Figure 13 skewing
towards support and the Walk-shop
responses skewing strongly towards a
lack of support. A number of dog-walkers
were observed during the site walks.

Figure 12 - Dog off-leash fenced area proposal
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Figure 13 - Question 5 - Fenced Dog Exercise Area
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Comments attributed to the survey
responses were:

It is worth noting that the City has
undertaken studies to consider the most
appropriate mix of dog exercise areas
across the City’s parks. Nonetheless,
it remains a challenge to satisfy all
perspectives on this issue.

•

Drink fountains would (also) be
fantastic for humans (and dogs, if off
lead dog park is realised)

•

Leave the dog park as it is puts some
lights move the water fountains to the
opposite side of playground for dogs

CAR PARKING - WHARF STREET

•

I think adding to an agility course for
dogs, small and large. The closest
agility course from this park is Tom
Wright Park in Carlisle. It would be
nice if we could have something a little
closer.

This concept was generally well supported,
as shown in Figure 14.

Both Concepts showed a small car park off
the Wharf Street edge of the site.
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Figure 14 - Question 6 - Wharf Street Car Park
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GENERAL SATISFACTION
The final multiple choice question invited
participants to provide the City with
feedback on whether the Concepts had
capture the previous feedback.

This feedback is shown in Figure 15. In
general, the participants felt that the work
done to date was a good reflection of their
previous feedback.
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Figure 15 - Question 7 - How well did we capture your thoughts?

OTHER FEEDBACK
Stage 2 of engagement saw a number of
comments and suggestions that related to
the Queens Park Open Space site but that
were broader than the specific proposals
in the two Concept Masterplan options.
Question 8 of the survey gave
stakeholders the opportunity to provide
feedback on ideas they thought had been
missed so far in the Concept Master Plans
and that could be beneficial for the site.
Feedback received on Question 8 of the
survey, at the walk-shops and generally
throughout this stage centred around
three themes.

Natural environment
• Canning has a good reputation for
supporting the environment and
this should be considered with any
developments.
• A focus on education and restoration
of the bushland should be seriously
considered.
• Bird and bat nesting boxes to encourage
native birds to roost and nest.
• Whatever activities occur please
separate that activity from the natural
areas. This is especially important
around the biodiversity corridor
• I want revegetating with stock sourced
from the local (within 5km) area. Local
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stock brings local genetics which leads
to increased survivability. Locally
sourced stock is best for the local fauna
• Along Whitlock garden beds with bushes
around the small trees – saves time for
parks people mowing and stops soccer
balls rolling onto the road

Facilities for users
• For either Concept, ensure adequate
shade provision (removable shade sails
rather than perforated roofing) where
mature trees do not exist, to reduce
exposure to harmful UV radiation and
risk of developing melanoma.
• Drink fountains would also be fantastic
for humans (and dogs, if off lead dog
park is realised).
• Solar powered lighting along paths in
sections where visibility is reduced in
twilight hours.
• Important to consider community
safety. Some people don’t use the park
because they feel unsafe
• Renovate the existing structure (Peter
Hughes Scout Communication Centre),
and turn it into a community centre with
halls for hire. This hall would generate
funds to service the new extension in
recreational centre

Movement network
• What is a safe active street that you
have for Gibbs St in Concept 2
• Can we have a pathway/bike path along
Welshpool Rd please?
• Does the masterplan look at the local
traffic management issues or issues
that may result from bringing additional
traffic into the area? I.e. Local traffic is
pushed down Whitlock Rd (via Wharf
St) as a result of the intersection on
Welshpool Rd and Gibbs st only allow
one way traffic down from Gibbs St.
Gibbs St is a wide thoroughfare that can
take high volumes of traffic, however
is underutilised. Would highly consider
benefits of opening this intersection.
• The traffic links onto Welshpool Rd
have not been addressed - Wharf St
will be even harder to turn right from,
and Gibbs St / Gerard St linkage to
Welshpool Rd will improve network
connectivity.
Comments relating to traffic management
issues resulting from the SFC are noted
but not addressed in this Engagement
Summary. Additional traffic that is
generated from that development
and operation of the SFC will need to
be addressed in the plan that is being
developed for the Centre. This will include
parking and event management related
additional traffic generation.
Other movement network related
feedback is listed for the City of Canning’s
information.
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OVERALL SUMMARY
The engagement undertaken for the QPOS
masterplan has provided a very strong
understanding of the key principles of the
community that have to be considered in
developing the draft masterplan.
The two staged approach has allowed for
a thorough investigation of community
values, and then a confirmation of those
values during the testing stage.
The community is strongly aligned on
the matter of natural environmental
protection, and is likewise strongly
supportive of careful interventions
to provide better playing spaces and
activities for the growing community.

These two key principles will drive the
next iteration of the masterplan, and
continue to ground the outcomes in the
community’s values.
The QPOS masterplan represents an
exciting prospect for the community
generally. A number of community
members have offered to be supporters
during development, even volunteering
time to help. It is apparent that the City
has a strong and passionate community
in Queens Park, that highly value being
involved.

Image 7 - Walk-shop visitors
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APPENDIX A
STAGE 1 SURVEY AND
MAPPING COMMENTS
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What do you value the most about the Queens Park Open Space?
The elaborate space for the kids to play and walk trails
The dog exercise area
The sole purpose of it being a soccer pitch with a somewhat regular community
The natural bushland.
As a volunteer of the FQPB I value the natural bush areas and would like to ensure they
are retained in their natural state as far as possible, while allowing for more access
pathways so the general public can enjoy the natural beauty on our doorstep.
The bushland, and the park with the table areas. In addition the field to allow for
recreation.
The surrounding bushland and the space to walk my dog.
The pleasure of walking through and observing the remnant bush
Somewhere to walk my dogs!
It being a quiet place. Reserve.
The large size of it. It can be used for so much, but still have enough space left over for
bushland and nature. It is very accessible and the location is very good.
Queens Park and surrounding areas also need a new, modern, great sports ground with
great facilities.
Greenery and development
The native bushland.
Quiet, not so many people, great area to exercise dog off leash
I visit nearly everyday. It’s a wonderful open space as it’s inviting and the grass is always
maintained. The basketball courts and playgrounds with the lake makes it the best park
in Queens Park
The way potential for people to engage with each other
The bush land
The mature bushland areas around
The amazing native plants and birds that live there
Natural bush land
Open space
We see this as an opportunity to provide not only local residents but other members of
the public an exciting space where families want to catch up/play.
The nature
Natural parkland. Oval space for sports.
Senior Secondary School with good facilities and teachers.
Love the natural bush land and animal species that inhabit the area , should above
all else keep & expand the natural bush land and clean up the water catchment and
drainage for the water birds , Queens Park should live up to its name sake and have
beautiful natural bush land above development.
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What do you value the most about the Queens Park Open Space?
The ability to take my dogs there to socialise with others
The wide open, public space that is available and accessible to all. I love that it’s not
overly built up and maintains its bush scape.
The usability by locals, e.g. being able to take the dogs for a walk, the bush areas, etc.
Great for walking the dogs and having a nature walk through the bush land.
Also Pokemon Go
Love having a large open space that I can escape to and run around for exercise
Native bush land and off lead dog park
The green field we have and off lead dog park
That the dogs have an big space to run and be of lead
The convenience for the community.
Natural bushland, particularly remnant banksia woodland and that its protection
and enhancement are ensured throughout the development process and beyond in
perpetuity.
The open space for kids to play.
It is not flush with cars coming in from everywhere else, which I anticipate will happen
with the state football centre development
Place where dogs meet up to play and a place for exercise (jog)

How do you use the Queens Park Open Space? (where ‘Other’ was selected)
Bird watching. Herping
As a member of the FQPB.
Helping to control the invasive weeds
Relaxing
I don’t - the playground area isn’t appealing, plus I don’t feel safe there with my children
if my husband isn’t there.
I don’t currently use the area, it doesn’t have a lot to offer plus I don’t feel safe there
with my children if my husband isn’t there.
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What is your main concern currently about the area around the Queens Park
Open Space and how do you think this can be solved?
The kids playground is quite small. There is no walking or cycling path.
Too much human use. Not enough nature. It looks like an existing wetland is to
be reshaped? Why? What is being done for Aboriginal Cultural Representation ,
interpretation and ecological land use?
ECOLOGY
I think that the linking corridor seems too narrow and highly trafficked to be viable.
It needs to be larger. The human uses cut the land in half. More emphasis on natural
habitat and passive recreation is needed.
Because Perth is in a Biodiversity Hotspot, we ought be enhancing and enlarging
our natural green space and practicing ecological restoration to sustain and restore
biodiversity.
DEMOCRACY
Overall, vastly fewer people are engaged in organised sports than undertake free forms
of recreation in public open spaces. Democratically speaking, the proportion of land
for passive versus active recreation ought reflect those user numbers. In Australia,
we devote too much of our green spaces to active sports. We need more green, open
spaces for connecting with nature, and more places for people to walk, cycle, picnic,
play, meet, etc.
URBAN PLANNING
I am uncertain about this location for a high use, regional sports venue. Ideally, active
sports venues ought be prioritised where abundant and frequent public transport is
available to avoid increasing car dependency and covering green space with parking.
Off road motor bikes.
Not sure if this can be completely solved. However fencing and more use of the park
should put a stop to this.
There isn’t much apart from a field and some play equipment. If we can establish at
least a Mills Park level facility people will be euphoric.
The bushland isn’t properly cared for, there are paths all through it.
I’m concerned about any loss of the bushland to development, however the plan
appears to be quite sympathetic to this. I’d like to see as many mature trees and
plants retained as possible within the development areas, rather than creating artificial
landscaping after the build.
Lack of community infrastructure, like paths, bike racks, BBQ’s, picnic tables. While
good, it could be improved
None to report apart from antisocial behaviour in the park but it doesn’t affect me.
My major concern is what’s going to be done about the huge piles of waste , and how
they’re going to be disposed of.
Unsealed walkways, would love it to have a designated walkway throughout either
paved, concrete or timber.
I live at 18 Whitlock Rd. Looking at the map, I am concerned about how the ‘enhanced
environment (3)’ would look like as it does not have any other information. And also,
what would be the noise levels when the state football centre is built.
Big space but not developed
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What is your main concern currently about the area around the Queens Park
Open Space and how do you think this can be solved?
The current facilities are very bad. BBQ, playground facilities are awful.
Also there are a lot of people training their dogs there, perhaps there should be a
dedicated area for them.
The grassed area is not big enough, they are usually full on weekends from people
training their dogs, and people playing cricket and soccer so there is no other space for
anyone else.
There are a lot of hoons that ride dirt bikes through the bushland and drive
dangerously around the park. It’s not safe for young kids to be around.
I also think there is too much bushland area that is unused so could be used for other
things.
The area is not blocked off for four wheel drive and dirt bike enthusiasts. At weekends
in particular the area gets churned up by this illegal activity. Dumping of rubbish is also
a concern because of the ease of accessibility.
People dumping trash in the area and using the area for illegal activities e.g. dirt bikes
being ridden through the park
There is a lot of people traffic as it’s so popular and then there’s dogs off leash which
can make it feel a bit chaotic. Designated areas would address this and I would love a
area for off leash dogs split into small and big dogs. Recently done in Vic Park opposite
the West Coast eagles football facility with tennis, basketball courts, dog areas and play
ground
Street lighting and speeding traffic on whitlock road across from the park.
Motorbike riding in the park at night. More lighting
Add more trees for the cockatoos - we’ve lost so much habitat. There’s a perfect
opportunity to establish more in this space
Loss of biodiversity
Vandalism Proper fencing
Increased road traffic,noise pollution,restricted access to whole area
Safety. There isn’t many people around.
Having it as a desirable place that many would want to go would encourage more to
use the area. Even having a cafe/bar would provide more certainty.
Safety. Hopefully with an appealing and usable space you will attract more people. I am
sure this could be achieved with a great play area with a cafe across from it.
Lack of proper secondary school to attract families and investors to settle at the area.
Sadly the illegal dumping of rubbish in the bushland , I have on occasions in the past
caught people dumping rubbish early in the morning and have challenged them to pick
it back up and put it back into the vehicles and take it to the tip or I would report them,
but it still goes on, to solve the issue bollards and fencing surrounding the whole area
to eliminate vehicle access .
How much space will be left for public use and will the “canning playing fields be
accessible to the public. I believe this can be resolved if these spaces are promised to
be public accessible.
There’s often dumping of rubbish. If the spaces are used more, there’d be less
opportunity to dump rubbish.
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What is your main concern currently about the area around the Queens Park
Open Space and how do you think this can be solved?
Snakes in the bush area. Safety.
I do not want this space to be replaced with car parks and organised sports areas. It
needs to retain bush space and natural elements that are unique to WA. It is essential
that if there are car parks, they are FREE to anyone- the beauty of this space and the
reason it is so well utilised is because it’s our local space and anyone can come down. I
love seeing the amount of sport played here on the weekend on the large field- it’s not
overly complicated.
Looking at how Canning Weir has been maintained in the wet areas is perfect- can we
do something like that with this space. I don’t want a fussy, overly stylised environment.
Loss of native fauna and flora, less conservation
Corker Park down the road already has a decent soccer area and close to the
Cannington LeisurePlex. Why not expand existing facilities leaving this area more native
and untouched
The lack of facilities- we need public toilets, shelter and seating. We would also like to
see a second water fountain installed on the western side
How busy it will be and affects to wild life Turtles that have been seen in around the
swamp are
People like to ride there off rode motor bikes in the brush and some of them come on
to the park where they is children playing with there family. Some people put there cars
there to.
That development will impact threatened ecological community in the remnant banksia
woodland
It very overgrown and looks untidy. It is sometimes used as a dumping area for rubbish.
It is a long way from a train station. This will become much more apparent as there
will be many people accessing the new football centre, which will cater for a lot of
groups and there may very well be other tenants housed on site, such as physios,
cafe, football shop, and of course there will be staff as all of Football West will be
consolidated at the site. Parents and spectators, players and support staff will add
significant pressure to the area with their cars, too. The masterplan mentions walking
and cycling improvements for locals but quite clearly there will be a significant impost
of people from outside of the area, regularly, so if the train station is a long way away
from the site now (more than a comfortable walking distance for many) and if this is not
to suffer the problems created for the community where footy fields have been created
elsewhere, I suggest you greatly reduce allowable parking for the new development and
increasing, external, community facilitation, in line with TOD and parking requirements
in inner city areas (as this is clearly a restricted space area, already infilled, next to an
industrial area and cars will most likely arrive via from Welshpool Road) and greatly
increase buses through the area that connect with the station, including at night and on
weekends. Please also arrange for high quality bus stops both ways.
Not enough lighting as the park sometimes does get noisy between the night till early
morning (I’ve seen teenagers coming out from the park at like 10-11pm)
frequent car enthusiast at the car park revving their car and playing loud music at night
Both can be solved with more lighting around the area like the park in Beckenham and
frequent patrolling by security.
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The area surrounding the Queens Park Open Space playing fields could do with
some improvement to provide opportunities for a mix of play and relaxation
spaces. What do you think is a great idea to improve the area around Queens
Park Open Space?
Add more benches and bbq space with some additional shelters
Ecological restoration
Aboriginal Culture and land use demonstration
Wetlands restoration
A enclosed dog exercise park.
More BBQ
Bigger and newer play equipment.
A mini skate park of any sort. More soccer facilities.
Public facilities - Toilets, gazebos, picnic tables and bbq facilities.
I’d like to see some of the activities that are included in the Mills Street playing grounds
(City of Gosnells) included in the open space. They have great playgrounds for children
including water features, flying fox, wetland log walks. There is however a lack of sun
protection in these areas in my opinion. A nature playground would be wonderful.
A bike track with humps, a skateboard facility, a tennis court that isn’t locked all the
time. Need to think of activities that appeal to older children, not just young ones. Lots
of areas sectioned by low bushland and trees, with open grass so little ones can run
around safely while families picnic, away from roads.
Paths, bike racks, BBQs, picnic tables. It would be good to have a cafe or restaurant in
the area so that local residents have more options within their suburb
A cafe would be nice. Thinking along the lines of the cafe at Kent Street. A place for
locals to mingle.
Lack of car parking is a problem for people wishing to engage in team sport
More seating including picnic tables, bins, more bbq’s, a fenced off lease dog area with
dog equipment. Information on the local wildlife and flora. Gym equipment along the
walkways.
Would be nice to have a park/place to run. Probably similar to Belmont tomato lake,
but without the water of course. But it would be nice only if it has safety features,
otherwise, people might hang out around the area for dodgy activities and break in to
homes nearby.
Some really nice playgrounds and physical activity areas. I look at Mills Park in
Beckenham with a lot of envy.
Nice BBQ and picnic facilities. Open spaces for running and casual sports, just kicking a
ball.
A dedicated bike/running path around the whole area would be amazing.
A nice clubhouse and a cafe perhaps, and function rooms.
Its really good idea
Nature play activities.
Creating walking paths and having more garden areas, while maintaining the bushlands
and keeping it dog off leash friendly
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The area surrounding the Queens Park Open Space playing fields could do with
some improvement to provide opportunities for a mix of play and relaxation
spaces. What do you think is a great idea to improve the area around Queens
Park Open Space?
The community centre could be redeveloped to work with the football facility.
Organised sport, sufficient parking and an emphasis on the environment would
improve the area.
As above. I would love to see a community garden.
More paved paths.
Native gardens, pathways for observing the birds etc
Replanting the bare areas with native species
Develop it like Kings Park
Revegetate the whole area with more walk paths and seating
‘We would suggest having the following for a play area
- gated playground
-play equipment to accommodate all ages
- no wooden play equipment. Kids keep getting splinters.
- Rubber flooring instead of sand...no one likes finding hidden nasties in the sand
- Lots of shade inc over play equipment
- Toilets near playground (including baby change table)
-Play equipment accommodates all ages
- Minimal wood play equipment - splinters!
Also having a paved path for children to ride bikes/scooters separate to a paved
running/walking/cycling track for adults.
To really make this space stand out from neighbouring suburbs having a water
playground would be a hit.
Near the play space:
- BBQ facilities
- Adequate seating for picnics
Having a Cafe will be a big draw card for families, playgroups/mothers groups. It would
also be supporting a local business.
Whatever is done to the park needs to consider traffic flow so it doesn’t turn into the
likes of Langford Ave/Spencer Rd and Langford Ave/Nicholson Rd during netball season
in the 80s and 90s. The neighbouring streets are narrow, and the nearby Wharf Street
intersection is already very busy and accident prone
Build a proper secondary school is vital for the community there.
As above keep the natural bush land and expand it and clean up water catchment and
drainage ,
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The area surrounding the Queens Park Open Space playing fields could do with
some improvement to provide opportunities for a mix of play and relaxation
spaces. What do you think is a great idea to improve the area around Queens
Park Open Space?
I believe that an enclosed dog park would be an excellent idea for this space. There are
quite a number of Dog users that use this space and there aren’t many enclosed dog
spaces nearby. I feel the Tom Wright reserve upgrade would be an excellent model
to have a look at. The tennis courts and/or basketball courts would be an excellent
addition to this space along with an area to socialise as well.
One thing to note: a lot of people who are of a Muslim background use this space
and they are usually quite scared and terrified of dogs. This fact is an important
consideration of this project which is why an enclosed dog park and an area to socialise
for groups should be distanced a little from dog exercise areas.
Around the borders of the space, it’s important to keep the shade of the trees- we’re
too hot in Cannington during Summer without them. A new playground with BBQ
spaces would be fantastic. The drainage area could be utilised better - make it into a
feature rather then losing it - there’s great wildlife that needs to be respected and cared
for. A walking path around it, bridge over it - would be beautiful.
I would like to see that there is recognition of the Aboriginal people who live/lived in the
area- and that any significant parts of culture are retained and respected (e.g.- like the
space around Canning Weir and the nature paths there).
To keep the bushland, but have some “bush themed” childrens playgrounds in there.
I love the Black Creek Lookout and hope that something similar can be designed. A way
to see nature without disturbing it too much. Similar to what’s being done at the Wharf
Street Station but maybe not such a large structure.
Would love to see a cafe built.
Otherwise, pull down the fencing around the community centre and open that space up
to the community to use. We have lived one block from the centre for the past 7 years
and have never seen it utilised.
Lighting shade water fountains opposite the play ground for dogs meaning closer to
units
There isn’t enough water fountain for dogs and humans and benches for people to sit
on.
More cafe and restaurant. Indoor gym, and indoor swim pool
Build a IGA for the community
Protect and enhance remnant banksia woodland surrounding QPOS
A naturescape playground for the kids (something similar to that of Mills Park).
A cafe- somewhere to meet family and friends.
A walking trail (perhaps in area 3- Enhances Environment)
Native plantings only, please, and advanced plantings at that as safe habitat and
potentially foodstuffs. The City of Canning is trialling a nut tree program as bird fodder
- please do what you can to enhance this as a bird preserve. No “trees for tourists”
please, such as Jacarandas. I heard the Eagles may have done this at their new facility.
Please produce a lush Australian space for wildlife as well as humans, if you can, and
make it a truly Aussie place for overseas teams to visit.
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The area surrounding the Queens Park Open Space playing fields could do with
some improvement to provide opportunities for a mix of play and relaxation
spaces. What do you think is a great idea to improve the area around Queens
Park Open Space?
Greatly recommend building at fenced(enclosed) dog area for small and big dogs.
eg. Jan Hammond Park
Sometimes I drive to Jan Hammond Park (20mins from Queens Park) just so I do not
need to worry about my dogs running into the streets when off leash.
You might notice the amount of Queen’s Park residents and non residents walking their
dogs at Maniana Park every day are quite high and building an enclosed dog park will
be highly welcomed for dog owners who do not feel safe letting their dogs off leash
when the park is next to the streets on 2 sides and a bushland on the other side.
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COMMENTS ON MAP
Would be great to have a bigger walking/cycling path and a bigger nature play area for
the kids
Retain and enhance this beautiful bushland.
Naturescape play like kings park, lots of nature activity for kids
Skate park, nearest skate park is in Beckingham, none in the local area
Community gardens
Family nature walks with nature treasure hunts that the whole family can do, changing
throughout the year with the seasons, would tie in with the naturescape play area
Bird watching stations maybe keeping the island in the middle as a bird sanctuary
Could a lakeside area like the one on the corner of Welshpool Rd and Station Street be
created here to encourage more birdlife and wildlife habitat.
Adding a well designed wildlife and people underpass here to connect environmental
areas of the new sports development to the very important Queens Park Ecological
Area (Bush Forever Area) would increase the sustainability of one of the last areas of
intact bush in City of Canning
This linking corridor seems too narrow and highly trafficked to be viable. The human
uses cut the land in half. More emphasis on natural habitat and passive recreation is
needed. Overall, vastly fewer people are engaged in organised sports than undertake
free forms of recreation in public open spaces. Democratically speaking, the proportion
of land for passive versus active recreation ought reflect those user numbers. In
Australia, we devote too much of our green spaces to active sports.
Because Perth is in a Biodiversity Hotspot, we ought be enhancing and enlarging
our natural green space and practicing ecological restoration to sustain and restore
biodiversity.
Ideally, active sports venues ought be prioritised where abundant and frequent public
transport is available to avoid increasing car dependency.
I worry that with all the development we will lose the large open space where our dogs
can run and chase balls off lead. All the off lead dog areas currently around the area are
already restricted due to sport on the ovals constantly. Small enclosed dog zones don’t
work as they don’t allow for active dogs. I would like to see a dedicated oval where dogs
and kids can play on the oval without team sport on it.
Entire island and waterway area to remain as a habitat and nature reserve
Retain the current size of the drainage pond and keep the island for habitat.
An opportunity to plant more trees to not only replace those removed but to enhance
an area making it more user friendly for picnics etc
Keep the trees. Relocate basketball ring, increase size of playground.
Off street parking, without removal of large gum trees
Basketball/netball court
Small skate/bike park with gravel bike/walk paths through area.
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COMMENTS ON MAP
This area would be better for expansion of the building eg carparks than the eastern
end thus allowing more of the natural bush to remain also if adjusted logically the
playing area could be moved further towards welshpool Rd and not impact on the
habitat area of the waterway and island
Adult obstacle course
Keep this as pond and change grass to wetlands vegetation
More shade trees - local native trees
Bridge and pathway to link areas
Regenerate bushland
Dog walking area with extra trees, seating etc
Regenerate bushland and connect to bushland across the road
Keep and regenerate bushland
Cricket training net
Public toilets please. At present the people using the park pee in the bush.
Regenerate bushland. Relocate drainage through this area as natural creek.
Have garden beds of local natives around these trees - will reduce balls going onto
road, easier to maintain and increases local vegetation. Also recruit verges, especially
along Whitlock, Gibbs and Wharf St to plant local natives.
Regenerate bushland
The kids and I walk through the bush here daily from Wharf Street to Gibbs st, we love
looking out for all the different birds and critters on our walk to get to school.
Also we live in one of the houses bordering this bushland and would be devastated
to see it go, already worried about increased noise and traffic from the soccer centre
being built.
Keep and regenerate the bush
Leave this area of bush intact and add some paths and cycle ways.
This maybe a little out there but maybe a remote control car race track some thing like
what Bayswater has
This area appears to be quite narrow for a connecting corridor. Would be better if it
was wider.
Ensure sufficient bushland protected and maintained to retain current species diversity
I often go running in the bushland. It’s a unique space for a residential suburb and
would love to see it retained and protected.
How is the additional traffic on Welshpool Rd going to be managed? Turning right from
Wharf St onto Welshpool Rd is difficult already.
Recommend adding road link from McDowell St to Gerard St to reduce the traffic on
Wharf St.
We would like to see the island kept and the wetland improved like the Next Generation
Park.
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COMMENTS ON MAP
Newer and bigger kids play area.
More BBQ’s
Enclosed dog park area.
Due to the open area being used for sports it would be nice to have a enclosed dog
park.
Enclosed dog park area.
Due to the open area being used for sports it would be nice to have a enclosed dog
park.
Enclosed dog park area.
Due to the open area being used for sports it would be nice to have a enclosed dog
park.
This is a copy that was submitted by Alan but I agree.
Family nature walks with nature treasure hunts that the whole family can do, changing
throughout the year with the seasons, would tie in with the naturescape play area
I agree we need public toilets.
Cycling and walking dual usage path around bushland and sport play fields so adult can
cycle with young kids around whole area.
A new play ground for kids.
Please add more soccer posts (nets if possible) and keep them there consistently.
Adding Heavily to the soccer aspect of the field. This can include, goal posts, pitch
markings, goal nets even a facility to purchase or rent equipment to use. In recent times
the soccer community has severely declined with many regulars not visiting due to the
lack of features available. Adding said features will make the space popular amongst
the community once again.
Open up this section of the park adding seating and facilities to view the pond.
I agree that there is a strong need for proper public facilities here - public toilets are a
must. A fountain here would be ideal too. Would be great to see some under cover /
shade for families and cricketers.
Currently, a large community dog owners regularly meet here daily to exercise and
socialise their dogs here. It is important for the local community to have a safe space
(away from the road) for dogs to exercise off-lead. There is no water on this side of
the park and we would love to see some kind of tap or fountain and bins for the dog
community.
It’s a shame that this recreation centre is fenced off from the park. It is a space that
is under utilised. Regularly balls go over the fence and I’ve seen locals climb over the
barbed wire to collect lost balls. Would be great to see these fences removed and the
space opened up for use by the community.
I agree, it would be great to see even more trees planed along this section - a few have
been recently planted to replace some that were damaged in recent storms but more
are needed.
Would love to see additional seating added around here. Presently there is one small
bench seat on this side of the park.
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COMMENTS ON MAP
Turn this into a proper 4 way intersection, connecting to McDowell.
A safe/dedicated cycling/running path surrounding the entire open space would be an
amazing opportunity for people and families to exercise.
BBQ facilities, a nice playground, open space for people to gather and enjoy.
Replant and enhance the bushland, provide proper walking paths to separate native
flora and fauna from humans and dogs walking.
I walk my dog here and fully support the feedback provided by the Friends of Queens
Park Bushland
Just keep this billabong the way it is. Do not disrupt the wildlife here by “draining” it.
Natural bushland is being destroyed so any remnant vegetation / habitat needs to be
saved hopefully not fragmented. I fully support the Friends of Queens Park Bushland
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APPENDIX B
EMAIL SUBMISSIONS
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Feedback from the Friends of Queens Park Bushland regarding community
consultation on the Queens Park Open Space Masterplan - July 2020
Features we support:
1. Having all vehicle access to the training centre from Welshpool Road is ideal as it keeps
the traffic away from residents.
2. The area of “enhanced environment” between the “State Football Centre fields” and
Gibbs Street will ensure that there is a buffer between residents and the development. It
also creates a linkage between the remnant parcels of bushland along the western side
of Gibbs Street. This is a good element to have.
What needs to be improved:
3. The green linkage between the western and eastern parcels of “enhanced environment”
is a vital wildlife corridor. However, it appears to be very narrow. Also, as the linkage is
between two community recreation areas, and adjacent to a dogs off-lead area, it will
suffer disturbance from those using the recreation area. This will negate its ability to act
as a wildlife corridor.
To be an effective wildlife corridor it needs to be at least 30m wide for its entire length. It
should not have any paths between the community recreation areas bisecting it. Nor
should it have a path running its length. Also, the wildlife corridor should be fenced from
the dog off-lead area to stop dogs wandering into the corridor.
What we expect as standard:
Given that developments are now more attuned to the needs of the environment, we have
listed the expectations we believe should be included as a standard part of the process.
4. In the areas that will have vegetation removed, we expect the following:
a) No removal of vegetation should occur until all plans are finalised and all
approvals are in place. This will ensure that vegetation is retained if the
development doesn’t go ahead.
b) Removal and disturbance of remnant native vegetation is expected to be kept to
the absolute minimum possible.
c) It is expected that vegetation planned for removal will have all of the accessible
seed and cutting material removed. Seeds and cuttings will be propagated and
used for revegetation purposes in the “enhanced environment” areas. This will
ensure that local genetic traits are retained in the local area.
d) All plants that can be salvaged are salvaged. This not only refers to the likes of
Grasstrees (Xanthorrhoea sp) and Macrozamia, but also the smaller plants like
orchids, Milkmaids (Burchardia sp) and sundews (Drosera sp). As many of these
smaller plants appear above ground on a seasonal basis, an appropriate length
of time will be given to allow their salvage.
e) Where native remnant trees and shrubs need to be removed, and they can’t be
salvaged, all branches will be retained for brushing on “enhanced environment”
sites (non-native species should not be used for this purpose). This will allow any
seed on the branches to drop to the ground and germinate in situ. It will also help
stabilize the soil, add nutrients to the soil as the branches decompose and reduce
erosion.
f) Logs from removed trees (both native and introduced) will be retained and used
in the “enhanced environment” sites. Logs will provide habitat for wildlife and can
be used to delineate pathways from vegetation areas.
g) There must not be any interference with the natural groundwater level or
recharge required to sustain the natural bush environment. This includes the
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future needs of the bushland. Regular monitoring will occur and, should the
groundwater level recede, the amount taken by the State Football Centre will be
reduced.
5. Weed and hygiene controls for equipment and personnel, such as clean-on-entry points,
will be implemented. Run-off from the clean-on-entry points will be contained and
removed from site.
6. Fencing will be erected around the State Football Centre precinct as soon as the building
process begins. This will protect the bushland and revegetation areas from compaction
by vehicle movement and materials being placed in inappropriate areas.
7. It is not clear on the diagram, but the term “enhanced environment” is often associated
with revegetation activities. If this is the case, it is expected that the species used for
revegetation purposes are those that are native to the local area. Species native to the
local area will provide the best habitat for local wildlife.
8. If planting is to occur in the areas that are not marked “enhanced environment” it is
expected that local native species are used. If this is not possible, it is expected that
species known to create a weed problem in natural areas will not be used.
9. Artificial lighting used in the Queens Park Open Space will cause the least disturbance
possible to native wildlife. This will take into account the position and direction faced by
the lighting and the wavelength of light used. Lights will be used for the shortest period of
time possible with the inclusion of a device to automatically turn the lights off at a pre-set
time of night.
10. No new structure will be constructed if it overshadows the remnant vegetation. Altering
the amount of direct sunlight vegetation receives can result in reduced health and
resistance to other challenges.
11. At times of high-usage and evening use, we expect a shuttle bus to be taking patrons
and visitors from the training centre to the Cannington train/bus station. This will reduce
the number of patrons walking to the station, potentially trampling vegetation and
disturbing residents as they sleep.
What we’d like to see:
12. The land to be used for the development is part of Bush Forever site 283. It is
recognised as an important parcel of land for the value it contributes to the natural
environment. It provides habitat for wildlife and is a natural linkage between other
remnant patches of bushland within Bush Forever site 283.
It is acknowledged that most of the land to be used for the development is currently in a
poor condition, but it has the potential to be rehabilitated. It is this potential that will be
lost forever with the development. With the development, the remnant patches of
bushland in the east and west of this site will be separated forever.
While it is noted that a green corridor is planned, it cannot replace the expanse of land
that will be removed from between the east and west remnant patches. At the same time
as narrowing the environmental linkages between remnant patches of bushland, there
will be an increase in human-based disturbance to the wildlife as more people are
attracted to the training facility and its surrounds. Both of these factors will reduce the
ability of wildlife to move around the area.
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To help offset the impacts the State Football Centre will bring through destroying an
environmental linkage, we would like to see a new environmental linkage created
between Bush Forever site 283 at one end of Gerard Street and the Threatened
Ecological Community known as the Cannington Claypan at the other. Currently, both of
these patches of remnant vegetation are isolated from all other significant areas of
natural vegetation.
Creating ecological linkages across a landscape is difficult when, as it is in this case, the
remnant vegetation is surrounded by a built environment. However, there is scope in this
instance to build a green corridor along the length of Gerard Street.
When Gerard Street was built, it was designed to be four lanes wide. The residential lots
either side of the street are built well back from the roadway with the land reserved for
the extra road lanes currently being extra-deep verges. It has now been determined that
there is no need for this road to become four lanes wide. Instead of being developed into
road lanes, we see these extra-deep verges now being used as a wildlife corridor.
We envisage the road being redesigned to allow for a wide median between the two
separated lanes of traffic. The median will be vegetated in such a way as to facilitate the
movement of wildlife between Bush Forever site 283 and the Cannington Claypan.
It is preferable to create a median strip rather than revegetate the existing verge space.
The existing verges are dissected by driveways every few metres, each of which creates
a hazard to wildlife and reduces the space available for revegetation. Also, the adjacent
householder may not want their verge vegetated or have their own preferences for the
vegetation used. Other benefits of this proposal include reduced maintenance costs for
street trees as they will be further away from powerlines. Plus, there will be fewer
complaints from residents as the trees will not be on their verges.
Not only will this ecological linkage connect the remnant bushland sites, it will support
the aspirations of the City of Canning’s Local Biodiversity Strategy, Street Tree Strategy
and Urban Forest Strategy while mitigating the urban heat island effect in one of the
hottest areas of the City.
This proposal will require a collaboration of agencies to complete but it will be a project
to be celebrated and showcased by all those involved.
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APPENDIX C
STAGE 2 ENGAGEMENT
COMMENTS
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SURVEY COMMENTS
I support the idea of a basketball court and extra play area but not within the current
bush area. They should be in the Maniana park area.
I prefers good secondary school to be built there.
Want get rid of the dirt bikes and four wheel drives out of the park area
Re - Fenced Dog Area - I don’t see why there has to be a fenced off area - everyone seems
to use the park respecting each other at the moment. That space could be better
utilized.
Re - Fenced Dog Area --This space is used by several community sports groups. It will be
important to ensure that areas for community sport are retained, and establishment of
a formal dog exercise area will not decrease opportunity for sport and active recreation.
Re - Fenced Dog Area -There is enough off lead area at the moment. No more needs to
be made, keep all dogs on lead in bush-land area with extra signage in bush-land.
Re - Fenced Dog Area -I assume this means a small enclosed area which is not supported
by dog owners who chase balls. At the moment it is great to be able to walk freely
around the oval so that dog and owner both can get exercise.
Re - Fenced Dog Area - Dogs on lead at all times. Some dogs are monsters such as
Rottweillers and Pit Bull Terriers
Re - Wharf Street parking area - Like the idea of the carpark but the design wastes space.
a simple one way parking with diagonal parking would use less space and allow for
other things like a basketball court.
Re- How well have the concepts considered your feedback - No too well. The least amount
of disturbance in the bush-land area is what I prefer. Other activities should be
developed in the areas that are not within the Bushland Forever Reserves.
A skate park could be combined with the pump bike track
No sure what benefits can the present proposal bring to the community.
I think the parks adjoining Ayer Road should be developed for recreation rather than
encroaching on bushland. Instead of building a new playground area, refurbish the one
already near Maniana. Canning has a good reputation for supporting the environment
and this should be considered with any developments. A focus on education and
restoration of the bushland should be seriously considered.
For either Concept, ensure adequate shade provision (removable shade sails rather
than perforated roofing) where mature trees do not exist, to reduce exposure to
harmful UV radiation and risk of developing melanoma. Drink fountains would also be
fantastic for humans (and dogs, if off lead dog park is realised). Solar powered lighting
along paths in sections where visibility is reduced in twilight hours. Bird and bat nesting
boxes to encourage native birds to roost and nest. Inclusion of a water-play area/small
stream (with pump - example in children’s playground at Shelley foreshore, Riverton,
near Lo Quay café, also one at Carawatha Park, City of Melville) as part of the nature
playground for children in Concept 2.
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SURVEY COMMENTS
Your questions in this survey are very broad and so to clarify Qu 2 - I support a play
ground but not where you have located it in concept 2. It should be under the trees.
Qu 4 - I like the pump track but maybe have it over where you have the dog sign in
Concept 2 Overall, i am glad to see a refurbishment of the bush and retaining the wet
areas although this could be increased. I have 2 questions - what is a safe active street
that you have for Gibbs St in Concept 2 and Can we have a pathway/bike path along
Welshpool Rd please?
A toilet
Stop any activities in the Bus-lands except for walking and enjoying what the place has
to offer. Provide opportunities to educate those visiting the area, signage and resting
places. this will create a tranquil space for peoples mental health to recover this also
benefits the bush-land in ensuring its minimal disturbance
Does the masterplan look at the local traffic management issues or issues that may
result from bringing additional traffic into the area? I.e. local traffic is pushed down
Whitlock Rd (via Whaft St) as a result of the intersection on Welshpool Rd and Gibbs st
only allow one way traffic down from Gibbs St. Gibbs St is a wide thoroughfare that can
take high volumes of traffic, however is underutilised. Would highly consider benefits of
opening this interesection.
The traffic links onto Welshpool Rd have not been addressed - Wharf St will be even
harder to turn right from, and Gibbs St / Gerard St linkage to Welshpool Rd will improve
network connectivity.
Water and toilet facilities on the west side of the oval for sport and community
Leave the dog park as it is puts some lights move the water fountains to the opposite
side of playground for dogs
how to provide a wildlife corridor between existing habitat, as any remaining wildlife is
currently landlocked
It is vital to highlight the importance of preserving our diminishing urban bushland
areas, with recognition that they provide vital habitats. My personal preference would
be to have bushland regeneration with walking trails at the proposed area designated
for the state football buildings and playing fields, rather than the building development.
However if the development is to go ahead, then ideas include focusing on community
involvement such as community planting days for regeneration, creating education
boards through natural walking trail areas, and perhaps an education pavilion/nature
playground area to highlight the importance of urban bush protection.
It is important to preserve as much of the bushland to allow for wildlife habitats to
be kept. If concept 2 requires removing some of the bushland and disturbing wildlife
habitats then it should not even be considered.
I think adding two an agility course for dogs, small and large. The closest agility
course from this park is Tom Wright Park in Carlisle. it would be nice if we could have
something a little closer
Provide cycle paths and encourage more people to use development?
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WALK SHOP COMMENTS
Exercise trail not only in park but inclusive of wider area (suburbs) including a map to
show a trail around area to bring in all the individual areas this will bring a whole of
area focus with Queens Park Open Space as primary area.
More benches along walk trails (for elderly people)
Signage – info of R & A flowers and birds (like wireless hill?)
Bridge lookout area near lake
More exercise equipment
A snack/coffee area to bring families in
Bike path through nature would be good
Ensure that the local habitat/animals in the swamp are pressure of and not disturbed
(sustainability drive)
C-Cricket net please
Walk bridges over waste ways eg. Tomato lake
More seating along walking raised
Log fencing along pathway
Improved lighting at playground
Wheelchair friendly paths
Public toilets at Gibb St end near BBQ’s and playground
Improve playground change basketball to full court
Drainage pond to be left as is and cleaned up as it is a nesting and protected habitat for
birds, snakes, frogs etc.
Island in pond please to protect nesting boarels
Larger fenced playground
Adult obstacle course – with exercise trail to other parks
More educational signage would help increase connection to the natural environment
You need to know about something before you love it
You will only save it once you love it
A large playground similar to Mills Park or Belmont Volcano Park
Adventure/nature is good as well
All in the same area or zone
Please include plans for a bigger undercover area for BBQ and possibly a bigger stove
Whatever activities occur please separate that activity from the natural areas. This is
especially important around the biodiversity corridor
If paths are sealed there needs to be proper fencing along the path to keep users from
trespassing into the bushland
I want revegetating with stock sourced from the local (within 5km) area. Local stock
brings local genetics which leads to increased survivability. Locally sourced stock is best
for the local fauna
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WALK SHOP COMMENTS
Important to consider community safety
Some people don’t use the park because they feel unsafe
Along Whitlock garden beds with bushes around the small trees – saves time for parks
people mowing and stops soccer balls rolling onto the road
Don’t like the idea of a fenced dog area
Renovate existing structure, and turn it into a community centre with halls for hire
This hall would generate funds to service the new extension in recreational centre
Any seated area will attract anti-social behaviour despite best intentions
Keep any proposed bike path fenced from conservation areas
Public toilets
Signage
Playground
Fencing – positives and negatives
Designated areas of activities and nature/bushland
Bike path debate – some want through nature and some want it separated
Seating area – yes/no
No change to the walking track
No need for new playground, but better BBQ
Pump track would be nice
A yearly clean up at the walking track (could be an event)
Add football goals
“Parkour area”
Some reflective surfaces or lights on the walking track
Change [in relation to stop 2]
1. You could set up a cafe or a bike track
More bbqs
Making the grass greener
More benches and tables
Drink fountains
Food trucks for events
Drive in festival
Like the idea [in relation to stop 1]
More drink fountains
Public BBQ
Ping pong tables
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WALK SHOP COMMENTS
Mini gyms
More benches
BMX path
More vegetation
More bins
Improved play equipment
Added picnic benches
Events
• Community
• Plants
• Fundraisers
• Food festivals
• Music festivals
• Mascot festivals
• Outdoor movies
•

More trees

Add a zipline to make it more exciting
Multicultural festival
Don’t add too much [in relation to stop 2]
Love this idea [in relation to stop 1] good but not too much seats
I think we should build a pump track around the outside of the park into Gibbs Street
because it’ll give the park an entertaining feature to enjoy and for bikers, scooters
nearby to come down and do what they like best.
Pump track
Go karting circuit
Giant cinema screen night
I think we should build more active parks so more people can be interested in coming
as you could also build some statues/small structures on the side of the park along with
more seats spread along the walk.
Active paths
More seats
Mini golf course
Christmas/Easter/Halloween festivals
Add a better playground and rebuild the old one. To add a [illegible], drink fountains,
dog park and a cafe.
Zipline
Drink fountains
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WALK SHOP COMMENTS
Dog park
Cafe/canteen
More attractive and bigger park
More bins
More shaded areas
Sporting events
Exercising facilities under shade
In summer a water slide
Big obstacle course
The pump track would be a great idea. Maybe a few more benches.
The pathways are fine but maybe a slight more shade.
The play areas could have more bbq’s and more playground activities e.g. zipline,
bridges to high up objects and different levelled swings and monkey bars.
Crazy idea - mini golf
Sprinklers for helping take care of grass
Mini cafe - drinks and food
Younger and older kids playground
Mini gym
Tightrope
Mini football/soccer/hockey goals
More bins
Eating benches
Optional: smoking area
Event e.g lights show, athletic events, kids events
Add more festivals and events for people to be entertained
Also add carnivals with rides and games
Add a few seats to rest on and add shady seats where there is special scenery
Make sure the path is surrounded by a few logs in order to protect the bushland
Add a few more plats and trees in the bushland
Also add more bins so there is no litter
Add more courts like volleyball courts in order for students to play after school and
make the park active
Drink fountains for people to drink from
Maybe add food trucks or stalls to attract people
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WALK SHOP COMMENTS
Add a barbeque area for people to make food
Also add some ping pong tables as well
More seats aswell
A few seats here and there [in relation to stop 2]
More courts (diversity in sport e.g. volleyball, full basketball, tennis etc.)
Upgraded playground
Toilets (family friendly)
Drink fountains (water bottles, dog bowls, drinking)
Dog bags on bin
BBQ’s
Seats (and tables)
A cafe or food truck
Kid friendly events
More trees for shade
Farmers market
Multicultural festival
Music festival
Outdoor cinema
More trees/greenery
A couple seats (spaced out)
More grass instead of dirt for picnics
I like the cycling idea
More seats
Secure bins (plastic bags for dog faeces)
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are upgraded to paths with a solid surface, fencing should be installed alongside the paths to
deter users from trespassing into the bushland. Tracks with a loose surface (e.g. limestone
or crushed brick) can be lined with logs to maintain a ‘natural’ feel to the area.
As there is no indication as to the nature of the ‘Bird watching and nature based activities’
marked on the proposed options, we are not able to provide considered feedback. However,
it would be appreciated if you were to engage in consultation with FQPB regarding the
location and nature of any structures, prior to decisions being finalised. This will ensure best
placement for the proposed activities as well as protection of the bush from both the
development and ongoing use of the structures.
Please contact Ms Sian Mawson on 0427 375 100 to discuss any points raised with this
feedback.
Yours faithfully

Friends of Queens Park Bushland
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